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Abstract
The basic physics of gas discharge plasmas, including atomic
processes, electron kinetics, waves and instabilities, and chemical
reactions are considered.
*Sponsored by the MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center and
Nuclear Engineering Department.
Lectures outline
L1. Introduction and atomic processes in
weakly ionized plasmas
L2. Electric breakdown of a gas and steady
state gas discharges
L3. Electron and vibrational kinetics in non-
equilibrium plasmas
L4. Waves and instabilities in gas discharge
plasmas
L5. Plasma-chemical processes in non-
equilibrium weakly ionized plasmas
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mn-= -eE + (collisions)
dt
dmv2/2 
-
= -e(E -V) + (' -(collisions))dt
* Gaining the energy from electric field
electrons can start to ionize neutrals => rapid
increase in plasma density
breakdown of gas
=> electric
=> gas discharge
* However, what is the role of collisions?
elastic collisions V
-+> (IvI=IvI
2
* Energy gain, CE, between elastic collisions:
d(mv 2 /2)
dt /
VE(t) = -eE t/m
E mv 2/2)
tcol
=-efi
0
VE(t))dt = (eExtcol) 2 /2m
* Energy loss, Eloss, due to elastic collisions
Eloss ~ ET(m/M)
* From energy balance,
ET ~(M/m)EE E;
<< ET Kmv 2 /2)
EE = Eloss, we find
VE <<VT = ger/M
Vi
slow drifting,
spherically symmetric
vIl distribution function
3
-e((E - v))-e(E -VE(t))
* te0 i ~col/VT 1/(NaeIVT), aei=?
- Polarization interaction of electron with a
neutral particle
d
r4d
d = E a a(r/e)E
here c is dimensionless parameter and E - e/r 2
At:
Atom:
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9 Electron-atom interaction potential at large r
e-A (r) e2 d/r 2 - a eb(rb/r)4SEb=e2 /rb=27 eV
* Estimates for ael and aelvT
(Pe-A(re1) ~ FT = el R(rei)2 = (rb) aEb/ET
GeIVT ~ =(rb)2 2 b/m _ 10- cm 3 /s
* However, in practice there are also inelastic
collisions of electrons with neutrals and ions,
e. g.
excitation 
-
electron impact ionization P
- For these processes Eloss ~10 eV>> T(m/M)
and in practice they are determining ST and
neutral ionization, excitation and other
plasma-chemical processes
5
I. Atomic processes in gas discharge plasmas
i. Elastic collisions
- Usually aei(v)v =10-7 cm ael =10-15 cm2
for ~ 1-10 eV electrons (less for helium)
- However, for some cases aei(v) has a strong
non-monotonic velocity dependence in some
velocity range
eG(v)
v
* This behavior is caused by Ramsauer's effect
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FIG. 4-1-9. Elastic scattering cross sections for electrons on atomic hydrogen, take
from the paper by Burke and Schey." The experimental data of Neynaber and hi
co-workers"O refer to elastic scattering only at electron energies below the first excitatioi
energy of the hydrogen atom, 10.15 ev. The solid dots denote cross sections compute
by Neynaber et al. from measurements by Brackmann et al." The remaining dat
represent the results of theoretical calculations: Bransden, Dalgarno, John, an
Seaton" employed a variational calculation containing both s- and p-wave scatterin
Temkin and Lamkin" calculated s-, p-, and d-wave scattering by the method of polarize
orbitals. McEachran and Fraser," Smith," and John" employed numerical methoc
with exchange approximations (see end of Section 4-4). Geltman" used a variation
method in which a trial function allowed for the virtual excitation of the 2s and :
states. Burke and Schey" utilized a close-coupling approximation in which the tot
wave function is expanded in hydrogen eigenstates, and only terms corresponding'
the is, 2s, and 2p states are retained. Note the resonance at 9.61 ev shown on the cur
of Burke and Schey. For a general discussion of the scattering of low-energy electro
by hydrogen atoms, see P. G. Burke and K. Smith, Rev. Mod. Phys. 34, 458 (196:
The principal limitation to the recoil method is the relatively poor detecti<
efficiency for most neutral atoms. However, the alkalis can be detect
with exceptionally high efficiency by using surface ionization (see Sectil
13-6). This method possesses certain advantages over the method (
scribed above, in which observations are made on the scattered electr
beam. In the recoil method one is not concerned with the trajectories of t
scattered electrons, and consequently it is not necessary to use a hig
collimated electron beam. This fact permits the use nf . simple electr
gun design, as well as q- he beam. Al
the oroblems associatt -7 )w energies :
ana
measurements are to be made. Some of these techniques werein MMced
around 1930.' They have been greatly extended and improved in recent
years and are now being used in many laboratories for various types of
experiments. In this section we shall describe first the crossed-beam
apparatus used by Neynaber and his colleagues for electron scattering
studies and present some of the experimental data obtained on the elastic
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FIG. 4-1-7. Momentum transfer cross sections for electrons in nitrogen, as derived by
Frost and Phelps" (solid curve). Also shown are data of J. L. Pack and A. V. Phelps,
Phys. Rev. 121, 798 (1961); L. G. H. Huxley, Australian J. Phys. 9, 44 (1956) and
J. Atmospheric Terrest. Phys. 16, 46 (1959); R. W. Crompton and D. J. Sutton, Proc.
Roy. Soc. (London) A-215, 467 (1952); and R. B. Brode, Rev. Mod. Phys. 5, 257 (1933).
scattering of electrons by atomic hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. Then
we shall describe the atomic beam recoil techniques used by Bederson's
group for studies of electron scattering by alkali atoms.
The technique used by Neynaber et al." for measuring the scattering
cross sections of atoms normally present in molecular form is the following.
The number of electrons scattered from a region defined by the intersection
of a dc electron beam and a modulated (i.e., mechanically interrupted)
molecular beam is compared with the number scattered when the beam is
partially dissociated. The molecular dissociation is accomplished in a
radio-frequency discharge, and the degree of dissociation (typically about
30%) is measured with a mass spectrometer. From the scattering and
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FIG. 4-4-1. Comparisons of the theoretical results of Allis and Morse (solid curves)
with experimental observations (dashed curves) on electron scattering.
Although we are not giving a thorough coverage of the scattering theory,
one additional point must be brought out here: the necessity of consider-
ing the possible effect of electron exchange on the scattering. This
exchange refers to the changing of position of the incident electron with
one of the orbital electrons of the target particle, which is then the one
observed in the scattering. The probabilities of direct and exchange
scattering cannot be added directly. since the wave amnlitudeq and not
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FIG. 4-4-2. Elastic scattering cross sections for electrons calculated by Fisk (solid
curves) compared with experimental results (dashed curves). In this figure the cross
sections are given in units of a0 .
the intensities are the quantities to be combined (see Section 6-13-B). For
light atoms and low bombarding energies electron exchange appears to
be an important effect, as shown by Fig. 4-4-3. Rubin, Perel, and
Bedersonu have performed an atomic beam recoil experiment for direct
study of the exchange scattering of slow electrons by potassium atoms.
PART 2. THE ELASTIC SCATTERING
OF HEAVY PARTICLES
There are several incentives for studying the elastic scattering of ions,
atoms, and molecules. Perhaps the strongest comes from the possibility
q3
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ii. Ionization
Electron impact ionization, e + A -+ 2e + A+,
is an important mechanism of neutral
ionization
electron impact ionization j
Thomson's estimation for aion(v)
F 2 e/
E\ 2
F=(/r), o=Ft/mtr r/o r~2/('o4
a(E' ) oc r2 0C 1/Es' =* 8G(E' ) ce 4 8E'
= F2
E (E'
E 7t 4 E d' 
_ it 4  1 1
E(i)2 E I= fK)
1/
* Dimensionless analysis:
i) there are only four dimensional parameters
which are characterizing the problem of
neutral ionization
ii) these parameters are: electron charge, e,
and mass, m, ionization potential, I, and
incident electron energy, e
iii) there is only one combination of these
parameters which has a cross-section
dimension [cmA2], e4 /1 2
iv) therefore, ionization cross-section can be
written as follows
)ion(= (e 4 /1 2 )f(E/I),
where function f(x) must be determined from
additional arguments
- From experimental data was found that
10(x -1)
f(x)= xx8x(x+8)
fits experimental data very well
- Notice that aion 10-16 cm2 «<<ael 10~15 cm 2
/2
I. 2]
aeKTpOHa, I-noTeHmmaJI HOHH3aL1HH aToMa-3HeprHR CBH3H
-BaeHTHOro saeKTpOHa. 143 THX napameTpOB Mbi MOmem COCTaBHTb
AyIo~Iee Bbpameme C pa3Mep.OCTbIO CeqeHHs: , HHM
cTeneHb k MOxceT 6blTb UpOH3BOAbHOi. IO9TOMy HaH6oJee o6u.,ee
BupaxceRHe C pa3MepHOCTh1O CeqeHHIH, KOTOpOe MO)meT 6bTb roJiygeHO
Ha OCHOBe AaHHbiX lapaMeTpOB, MOKHO npeACTaBHTb B BHAe
rAe f (x) -HeKoTop 4yH sIHR 6e3pa3MepHOrO lapaMeTpa. .coAa
ceqeHHe IiOHH3aUHH aTOMa p3BHO
(1.34)C,,= ni I
~---rAe
** THE
nf-HCAO BaJIeHTHbx 9aeKTpOHOB B AaHHOR o6oaOqKe, I-9Hep-
CB513H 3JIeKTpOHa, HaXOARIUerOCH B AaHHOA o6oAOqKe. Ha pHC. 1
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Pic. 1. 14oHHsauHa WTOMOB gAeKTPOHHbJM yAapoM. KCnepHmeHT: 1-H [12],
2-He [131, 3-He+ [141, 4-Li+ [151, 5-Li+ [161, 6-H 2 [171, 7-Li [181;
f (x)= 10 (x-1) f(X)= 10 (x-1)x(x+8) ' (x+0,5)(x+8)
.lPHBOARTCH 3HaMeHHR % yHKUiH f (x), BOCCTaHOBJ1eHHb1b Ha OCHOBa-
HHHl 40pMynbi (1.34) npH CpaBHeHHH 9TOA 4)OpMyJbi C KCepHMeH-
bHO H3mepeHHUH 3HaqeHHRMH ceqeHHA HOHH3auHH aTOMOB H
OB saeKupoHibim yAapom. flpH -. 9TOM MHCfOAb3oBaHb1 AHHbIe AJAR
IN- ~- . i
i4EYnPyrOE CTOJIKHOBEHHE 3JIEKTPOHA C ATOMOM 35
I 4,Z 1,5 2 4,5 3
188 IONIZATION AND EXCITATION BY ELECTRON IMPACT
ionization of molecules by electrons has been done with commercial mass
spectrometers. Lampe, Franklin, and Field,27 for example, used a Con-
solidated Electrodynamics Corporation Model 21-620 mass spectrometer,
which employs crossed electric and magnetic fields and cycloidal ion
0 150 300 4W4J
Energy of electrons (ev)
bUU
FIG. 5-3-11. The probability of ionization of N,, CO, 02, NO, H, and CH,. The
ordinate represents the number of positive charges per electron per cm path at 1 nun
Hg pressure and 0*C. J. T. Tate and P. T. Smith, Phys. Rev. 39, 270 (1932).
orbits. They obtained relative values for the cross sections at a fixed
electron energy (75 ev) for a large number of gases, including argon, and
converted the results to absolute data by comparison of their argon data
AS
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3. In0TEH1jHAJlbI HOHH3A1jHH ATOMOB H HX HOHOB (38)
1 O'8H 13,595
4
'
003He 24,59; 54,38
6
'
9 Li 5,39; 75,6; 122,4
9
,P1 sBe 9,32; 18,2; 153,8
10
,
8 2B 8,30; 25,2; 37,9
62 %C 11,26; 24,4; 47,9
"' N 14,53; 29,6; 47,4
16,0s0 13,61; 35,2; 54,9
19
,'OF 17,42; 35,0; 62,6
2 0
,19Ne 21,56; 41,1; 64,0
22
,'9Na 5,14; 47,3; 71,6
24
,3 Mg 7,64; 15,0; 80.1
26,98 AI 5,98; 18,8; 28,4
2 8 , Si 8,15; 16,q- 33,4
3 0 ,18P 10,48; 19,6; 30,2
32
,07S 10,36; 23,4; 35,0
3 5
, C1 13,01; 23,8; 39,9
3 9
,'Ar 15,76; 27,7; 40,9
3 9
, K 4,34; 31,8; 46,0
40,08Ca 6,11; 11,9; 5,12
44, Sc 6,54; 12,8; 24,75-
47,2Ti 6,82; 13,6; 27,5
5 0
,9V 6,74; 14,65; 29,3
2 OCr 6,76; 16,5; 30,95
54
'2Mn 7,43; 15 ,6; 33,7
55
'
85Fe 7,90; 16,2; 30,6
58,9Co 7,86; 17,05; 33,5
28NI 7,63; 18,15; 35,2
6 3
'
5 4 Cu 7,72; 20,3; 36,8
65
,
38Zn93930 9,39; 18,0; 39,7
6 lGa 6,00; 20,4; 30,6
72 60 078
32Ge 7,88; 15,9; 34,1
74
'3As 9,81; 20,; 28,0
7894 975 21,3; 33,9
3995Br- 11,84- l9il- 25,73 80y
8 3 6'0 r 14,00; 26;4- 36,8
73'4 8 RbF 4,19;. 23,0; 36,0
87
'6Sr 5,69; 10,38
8 8
,92Y 6,38; 12,2; 20,5--
91 2'2Zr 6,84; 13,1; 23,0
92-,9Nb 6,88; 14,3; 25,0
95
' iMo 7,1; 16,15; 27,1
9 9 gTc 7,28; 15,3
101 ,IRu 7,36; 16,8; 28,5
10 2 JRh 7,46; 18,1; 31,05
106i76Pd 8,33; 19,4; 32,9
10 7 9Ag 7,57; 21,5; 34,8
112
,
4Cd 8,99; 16,9; 37,5
I
IlpO8OAXCeHUe
114, In 5,78; 18,8; 27,9
118 Sn 7,34; 14,5; 30,5
12 1 8Sb 8,64; 18,0; 24,7
1276 Te 9,01; 18,6; 30,5
12651 10,45; 19,4
131,3 Xe 12,13; 21,1; 32,0
13 2g Cs 3,89; 23,4; 35,0
137
, Ba 5,21; 10,0; 56,0
138g La 5,61; 11,1; 20,4
140 iCe 6,91; 14,8; 15,8
140g Pr 5,76
144 g Nd 6,31
14 5 Pm 6,3
150 4 Sm 5,1'; 11,4
15 2
' Eu 5,67; 11,463
156, 9Gd 11,464
15 8 9 Tb 6,74
162 Dy 6,82
164 9 Ho 6,9
7
167 Er 6,9
168 9TU 6969 6,9
173 - Yb 6,2
4,
~1
395
t
r1PHJIO)KEHH3
17 5 Lu 5,0
17 8 6 Hf 7,0; 14,9
18 1 Ta 7,88; 16,2
183 4W 7,98; 17,7
18 6 ,3Re 7,87; 16,6
19 0 Os 8,7; 17,0
192 2Ir 9,0
195 ,2Pt 9,0; 18,6
19 7} Au 9,22; 10,5
20 igHg 10,44; 18,75; 34,2
204A T1 6,11; 20,3; 29,7 -
207 Pb 7,42; 15,0; 31,9
209b Bi 7,29; 16,6;'25,4
210g Po 8,3
210 8At 9,4
222 Rn 10,75
22 3
' Fr 4,0
22 6i8Ra 5,28; 10,1
2 2 7
,
0 Ac 5,5
23 2
' Th 5,7; 19,4
230 , ,19,
2 3 1 Pa 5,7
238,9U 4,0
iii. Excitation
a. Excitation of electronic states
* Electronic states in atom
* Electron impact excitation, E > Fth =
eE, + A(n) -+- e E-E-t + A(n')
excitation e'= F -1th
- From balance of direct and reverse processes
Gexcit(E-) O- F- - -Eth
continuum
3
2-
n=1
Pue. 3.5. CexieHm BO36RIcExRa
paajIH'qiEx JiiexTpoBBLx COCTOJI-
HBfi moJI6Kyam N2 (XIM;+ v -0)
I1-atf 
-Ig
2 - bl r,(v, -)
3 - rxepexoAzw c AEI 12,96 aB;',
4-B 5 r fJ
6- a"tzg;
7 - AZU
8 - E32g (AEik = ii,87aB)
'7. ~1*
- AfZn
'-7
40
19
147
7 '4 iI
of1
75
ZY'
117
PHC. 3.6. (Dyeicnn q,(x) Am Bo86Y~qezzs~l onrmqecu paspemelux nlepeXoAoB aaeirpo-
I-MS-2)2- sXZ+ +9 ++
1 - ~iS- 2P; 2- HaXI9 - B'Zu); 3 -H2(X'Zg - clirT.); 4 - HI(XI'E-D+ I)
5 9o(1 - A'II); 6 - N2(XZg - l 4 ); 7 - paccier no (Dopuyjis (3.20); 8 - cpeAse
E3 iKpERux 1-6; 9 - pacqeT no 4IopuTnO (3.26)
Nc. 3.7. ?)yrncgn ip(z) Ann noua moneiya 9JImXTozamm c o6pasommnev zona B on-
pe~eeieuo ajiewp0Homo cocT0Bm
1-N(X'Z0 Vi = 0) - N2 =BZv ) 9-C( i0) - CO+(Arl,' vk = 0); 3-
CO(Xlzg, V. = 0) -CO+(BsZ, Vk = 0)* 4 - COS(Xlzg, Vi = 0) - C0 2 (XMu); 5 - CO,(X'zgg vi = 0)-
-CO 2 (BsZ); 6 - cpexisAR xpxuan =xL UOBHWx celieHN* zoammmasE
TieKy.ie 6ojiiee CyugeCT~eHHO (piac. 3.8). 3T0 06WIHHeTC5I Tem, -qO Z-H3agHx npo-.
liCxogiT c o6pa3oBaHiaem IOHOB B pa3jix-HbIx 3JTeKTPOHHLIX COCTORHERX. IHpo~e-
Toro, 60JIIffOR BxjiaJg B ce'IeHiae HOHH3agxx mome~T gam~b aBToHHHagmHa 13
CBepxBo36y;RgeHiLmx (aBTo~oHxaagiaoHnwx) COCTOREEH mojieKyji. Bee 3T11 npO-
geccei HmeIOT pa3JiiH'lHLe noporH Eo36y;RgeH~fl, BCJiOeCTBHO -qero TPYAHO o~iKx~aT]6.
na~x-ihr1 xy~uuz m (-A rr-na TnnwTnrn eATWAWRSPFT moHHzaEE mojieRviThI
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b. Excitation of molecule vibrational states
- Vibrational states of molecule
" U(r) r
3
2
1
v=0
* EV = Eo
Molecule
E0 , eV
Xv, 10-3
Vmax
(v+1/2)(1-
H 2
0.54
27
14
Xv(v + 1/2))
N 2
0.29
6.1
~40
02
0.2
7.6
~20
- Classical mechanism of vibrational excitation
of molecule by electron impact is ineffective:
8F ~ (m/M)FT 0 :104 eV << E0 ~ 0.2+0.5eV
fd7
CO
0.27
6
~40
-- G-/\AA/A
" In a low temperature plasmas vibrational
excitation of molecule by electron impact
occurs through the formation of a metastable
negative molecular ion
e + M(v) -> (M~(v*)) -> e + M(v')
M- M~ M~
M M M
* Formation of a metastable negative molecular
ion occurs due to restructure of electron states
(orbits) and corresponds to electron-electron
like collisions
" Therefore it is very effective mechanism of
vibrational excitation, 8E ~ ET
" As a result aev(v) 10- 15 cm2 and even higher
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Pnc. 3.1. CeeMa noa6ymgenza xoae6aTezLHUx ypoBel vi t= -8 npH CTOaKwOBeHEm
mojieKyjm N(XIZ) c 3JiexTpoHam [351
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iv. Dissociation
* Electron impact dissociation occurs through
excitation of repulsive state and its decay
e+AB-+(AB)rep+e -> A+B+e, and
e+AB -+(AB)- -+ A-+B
(dissociative attachment, if A~ is stable)
A
e As a result Eth > ED, and the products of
dissociation have a significant kinetic energy
~ 1 eV
* Usually adis(v) 10- 16 cm 2 for vibr=O,
however it strongly depend on vibrational
excitation of a molecule
'U(r)
repulsivej
r,
ED
K attractivel
6,O co6,,fg CM
/, J
.1
I ___________________________________________
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PHC. 3.15. Ceqenue AjccogzammH aneKTpoHUImI ygapox v[epes aaeTpoBEo-Bo36yHezmwe
COCTORHEM moAexyaM NO(X2 II, v = 0)
I - nonaoe ceqesxe no [142]; 2 - cymxa napnxanbRMX cesessf; * - epea AEi = 6,93-9,2 aB; 4 -
TO me, 9,2-17,3; 5 - 6,93-7,3; 6 - 8,5-9,2; 7 - 8,0-8,5; a - 7,6-8,0
PHe. 3.16. Ceqenxe gxccognagm aneRTpoRHuh ygapox qepea ajewpQHo-o36yRgeHue
COCTOENEB MojiexyRjLt CO(X'Z + 0)
1 - nojixoe ce'eHxe no [142]; 2 - cymma UapuMaflhxb ceqemd; 3 - qepes AEk =13-14 eB: 4-12,5-
13; 1 - AE > 14,01
pemeHHLIMR. fOlIHoe cesenxe gHccOIqxagH x lepea aaeRTpoHHo-B036y>cAeHHue
COCTORHHH no~iy-avioch cyMMHpoBaHzeM napga~bHux celeEui (pxc. 3.15). Ha
3TOM me pHCyHKe H3o6pameHo ceqeHxe gHccOgHagxH OKEcE a30Ta, nojiyeHHoe no
gaHHIm (1421 nyTem BMsaTaHHq in HEX ceqeHxR AHccogxaTBH0A HOHR3agEu.
YjOBAeTBOpHTejuHoe corniacxe KpHBLX 1 1 2 Ha6jfIgaeTcE Upx E. < 40 aB, sTO
CBngeTejiCTByeT 0 HagemHOCTE gaHHMX B TO O6JIacTH 3HeprH!. OgAHaKO CHJLHOe
pa3JIH'Ie KpHBLIX npK yBeaJIfeHHE aHepraH aJeIKTpOHOB U3pBOART K BLIBOAy,
RTO B pe3yjbTaTax [1421 BO3MOHa 6ojimaR cHcTeMaTzqecxaR norpemHOcTh,
ROBwmaIoEaRcR no mepe yBeRjxsHER aleprBx aIieKTpOHOB. B UPOTEBHOM Cay-
,iae upmmaoch 6m upelfOjIOmKETb HeO6ULrHyIO 3aBHCHMOCTb ceneHEi B3oa6ymge-
HHA pa~pemeHHmx nepex0AoB qp (X) OT aaeprim HaaeTaIoMxx 3JIeKTpOHOB.
H3 AaHHMX pxc. 3.15 BEiHO, ITO B nOJHOe ce'eHie gxcco0Ignax mOjIeRyjiu
ORKHcH a30Ta gaeT BiKaag 6ojiimOe -IHcjiO 3JIeKTpoE2Ho-Kojie6aTeILHWX ypOBHef,
pacuOjiomeHHmx 6ojiee JiH meHee paBHOmepHO memAy nepBUM UOTeagHanom gHc-
cOgtiagiaH H A Eik - 18 9B. B6a413H nopora gHccOIqxaguH OCHOBHOI BKjxag
gaeT upeCHccogxaqHA COCTORHER A 22+, B211 H D 2 2+.
OXKCb yraepoAa. B cne]Tpe a3jiy'leHiaf nojioc OKHcH yraepoga Ha6JIoAaeTcR
ripegHccOgiagxHR C yp0BHe B 1 Y+ (vk = 0, 1 > 38; vt = 1, j > 18) (06pLIB
nojioc), a ypOBHH v, > 2 BII+, C I+ (vt > 1), ElZ+(vt > 1) BOO6fte He Ha6-
AIogaIOTCH B H3JIy-IeHHH, TaK me KaK H Bce ypOBHR C fOTeagHajIaH M B036y)K*(eHHR
BbIiiie 12,5 3B. B nor.ioigeHHu cBeTa H upa 3JieHTpOHHOM ygape nepexoAu Ha 3TH
YPOBHH Ha6IOZaIOTCH [143-1481. 06pUB nOJIOc C ypOBHa BIM+ HenOjiHfiH. a Bu-
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Pue. 3.13. Cereian gaccouagan aIeKTpoH-
HMm ygapom qepe3 3JieKTPOHHme COCTOKHH
MojieKyjibi N 2(X , v = 0)
1 - roJTHoe, la - TO me (30], 16 - [131. 1301;
2 - eymma napTiVaMbiix celeHRa (3-8) no [641;
2a - 1291; J - ,epe3 COCTORHVIR C AE
= 13,8-14,4 aB; 4 - TO me, 12,4-13,05; 5 -
14,41-17,70; 6 - 13,06-13,80; 7 - > 20;
8. - alld
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Pac. 3.14. Ce-,eme gccoixamum aaeJHTpoIHEM ygapom nepes 93IexTpoBHo-noa6yw3esxmle co-
CTOHHNR M0ojiexyI02 (XZ -, V = 0)
1 - nonHoe ceqenxe (cymma 2-9); 2 - xepe3 B3 Zi; +-4134]; 3-AE' - 6,iB; 4 - 10,29; 5 - 9,9; 6 -
15,3; 7 -16,8; 8 -12,9; 9 -19,7
CHOHTaHHOi C H pagiagRORHX nepexogoB ga ypOBHei bflT.
H BCeX, Jiem>alHX Bbime 12,4 aB, 6INH CAeJIaHU Ha OCHOBaHHH CHa OCIHJIJIRTO-
pOB, H3MepeHHmX B aOrJIOHgeHEH B pa6OTe [1221, a TSawe gaHHUX [123-1281
no ympeHHHIO OI00C H Ha6IOgeHHIO H3jyeIHxR IIpn BO36ymAeHxx TIX COCTOR-
aHfH. EcJiH JIHHER He Ha6Jo1aJIaCe B H3JyneSHHE, HO ymHPOHx He 6Jio 8aperzcT-
pHpOBaHo, iioJIaraJIoCb, RTO RAR TaKEx ypOBHei CHpaBeRJIBO COOTHOmeHnO
(3.59). OTHOCHTeJILHme BePORTHOCTH gaCCOIHgiaHn gJIR Tix rpynn ypOBHeH
UpRBegeHm Hi>me.
Ar, aB . . . . 12,4-13,05 13,06-13,30 13,31-13,80
YI(k, ov) . . . . 0,63 0,33 0,55
13,81-15,58> 15,58
1 0,4
Aim aBTOHOHH3aaqHOHHHMX ypOBHei (AEIk > 15,58 9B) BepORTHOCTh AHCCO-
qH~aqH oupegeaqjiacE no gaHHIM pa60T [1261.
CeqeHHe gHCCOHagxHH MoJIeyJIm a3OTa C ypOBHR Vi = 0 OCHOBHOrO COCTOR-
nig, paCCaHTaHHoe no (opmyjie (3.60), a TaiKe napgiaummie ceeHHn AHCCO-
uHagH 'epe3 pwg 3JieKTPOHHLIX COCTORHHA UPHBegeHm Ha pnC. 3.13. Hcnonb30-
BaJIaHcL ce'ieHHf BO36yHMeHaq ypOBHei HO gaHHUM [641 (KpEBaH 2) H nO [129] -
KpHBaH 2a. lloJIHoe ceqeHue gHCCOqHaitHH nyTeM Bo36ymIeHER HeATpaJILHOR
MOJIeKyIbi a3oTa, paCCIHTaHHOe H3 gaHHUX [1301 H OTHOCxTeJILHbiX gaHHbIX [1311,
HOIpHpOBaHHbIX no [130] fpH E, = 45 aB, H306pameHO Ha pHC. 3.13 B BHia
TO'IeK H KPHBO 1. fIpH HOCTpO'eHHH KPHBb1X 2 H 2a 6bJIO TdaKe y-TeHO CeqeEHH
ucCogHauiHH C 06pa30BaHHeM BO36ywAeHHmX aTOMOB a30Ta [1321, HOJ1OBHHa Ko-
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12. 3HEPrHN AHCCO1XHA1HII ABYXATOMHh1X MOJ1E(Va'.j
Moiea.- Sseprn Sj 3eprs mai fn eprus - , e
, IS Auccouiza- Momis AzcMoM-a ACCcOU;a- .mom- AZCC0oua-
XYA Itx (0) pia qKR W .I KC'U (s,15.& aFs 5,0)
CsF
CsH
CsI
Cu
Cuhr
CuCI
CuF
CuH
Cul
CuO
F
H,
HD
D
T2.
HBr
Hal
HF
HI
Hg,
HgBr
HgCI
HgF
HgH
HgI
HgS
I
IBr .
5,0
1,9
3,6-
0,2
3,4
3,7
3,0
2,9
3,0
4,8
1,6
4,48
4,51-
4,55
4,52
4,59
3,75
4,43
5,9
3,05
0,06
0,7
1,0
1,8
0,38
0,36
2,8
1,54
1,82
2,1S.
2,9
1,9
0,51
3,96
4,4
5,1
1,86
3,33
1,1
4,4
4,8
Li? ~.6,0 S ,
2,4
3,6.
LG 3,4
3,2
3,9 T
5,0
2,2
3 4
9,76
2,9 .
3,6
6,5
5,0.
G,73.
4-,2
NaF
NaH
NaI
NaK
02
OH
Rb,
RbBr
RbC1
R bF
RWH-
RbI
s
sh
SO.-
TlBr
TICM
IF
TIH
Tit
znC1:
ZnH
-znl
Ic
IF
NO 6
.K
Khr
Kal
KF
KH-
KI
Li
Uir
LiCt
LiFf
Lil '
MgBr-
MgF
MgH
Mgo.
N,
NO
NS",
Na
Nahi -
NaCt'
*) B.H. BeAeieeD, J1. B. rypapz B. H.KonApaTbes,
B.A. MeABCeAe, E.JkD pa iet H q,CupaBOuHsI, HsA-BoAHCCCPM., 1962.1
13. 3HEPrHH AHCCOLIHA1.HH MOJIEKYJISIPHbIX OHODB
Monexy. Sseprzi Moanmy 3seprzi MoAecy- sueprus Moa SueprusbitM AJCCOflMa- I JIPEMA AuCCOt~a ampif AaCCOUzaS- IJNEAIAco
RoE tw o - H0plEN (Mee - o -n q- s ( a) No u AR (as)
Ar+ 1,1 Cs+ 0,7 it 2,8 Nat 1,0Ir~23 t3 IBi+ 2,0 Ne; 1,4Arg+ 2,3 Fi 3,3 ICI.+ 2,2 NeH+ 2,1Br& , H+ 2,65 K +,7 OJ + 6,7Ct 5,5 HBr+ 4,0 + 0 C6
CH+ 3,6 HC+ 4,7 Kr 1, 0; 4,1
CO+- 8,35 HF+ 3,7 KrH + 3,7 OH+ 4
CN+ 4,6 HI+ 3,1 Lit 1,4. OH- 4,
CS+ 7,3 Het 2,24 N2 8,7 Rb+ 0,7
CI 4,2 HeH+ 1,78 NO+ 10,9 Xet 1,0
C16+ 5,3 HgH+ 2,3 -It-
*1V
BaBr
BaCa
BaF
BaH
BaO
BaS
Brs
BrC
BrF
BrO
C2CC'
CF
CH
CN
CO
CaBr
CaQ
CaF
CaH
Cal
CaO
CaS
C12
CIF
CIO
Cs
Cshr
CsC1
2,8
2,7
3,8
1,8
4,7
2,4
1,97
2,23
2,4
2,4
6,2
2,8
4,7
3,47L
8,4
11,1
2,9
2,8
3,1
1,7
2,8
5,0
3,0
2,48
2,6
2,8
0,45
4,3
4,4 -
r
5,0
2,1
3,1
0,61
5,1
4,4
0,48
4,0
4,4
5,4
Is
3,3
4,3
3,5
5,3
.3,4
3,8
4,7
2,0
2,8
2,6
0,85-
1,4
2,-9
Rate constants
* In what follows we will use both cross section
and the rate constant, K( ... =(a..(v)v), of
atomic processes (...)
e The reasons for that are
a) lack of detailed information about a(...)(v)
b) in many cases the details are not
important
c) rate constant enters in the balance
equations
" As an example consider electron density
balance equation
ate e e
where Je is the electron flux, S(+) and S~ are
the electron volumetric sources and sinks
21
* If electron source is due to electron impact
ionization of neutrals then
S()= n eN(aion(V)V) n NKion
where Kjon [cm 3/s] is the ionization rate constant
" If electron sink is due to electron dissociative
attachment (DA) then
S(-) neNAB(KDA(V)V)= neNABKDA
where KDA cm3/s] is the DA rate constant
" However, in many cases electron sink is due
to a three-body processes, e. g. three-body
electron attachment (3bA)
e+A+B -+ A~+ B
" In this case electron sink can be written as
S)= feNANBK3bA
where K3bA [cm 6/s] is the 3bA rate constant
" Notice that the rate constants usually depend
on ET, gas temperature, vibr. excitation, etc.
v. Electron attachment
e + neutral(-s) -+ A+...
- This process (-es) is important, since it
reduces a number of electrons in a discharge
by converting them into negative ions (sink of
electrons!), and can significantly affect both
breakdown of gas and plasma parameters
e Tree main channels of electron attachment
a) dissociative attachment (DA)
e + AB -> A~+ B
b) radiative attachment (RA)
e + A -+ +ho
c) three body attachment (3bA)
e+ A + B -+ A~+ B
- Notice that electron kinetic energy is
transferred here to either neutrals or photon
- However, in the presence of rather complex
molecules (e. g. SF 6) electron kinetic energy
can also be transferred to internal degrees of
freedom e + M -> (M *)- (CMA)
~31
Electron attachment cross-sect. and rate const.
" DA: "normally" max(aDA) 10- 18cm 2
however it is strongly depend on vibrational
excitation of a molecule (as well as electron
impact dissociation)
" However, for some gases (e. g. e + HJ -> J + H)
max(GDA)-10 cm2
- RA: KA can be as high as 10-15+16 cm3 /s, but
strongly depends on the binding energy of A~
" 3bA: K3bA can roughly be estimated
assuming that during electron-neutral
collision, the second neutral particle (B) stays
close to the first one (A) to be able to take
electron kinetic energy out
K3bANB Kei X (briNB)
K3bA ~10 30 cm /s
* CMA: for SF 6 and electron energy <0.2 eV,
YGCMA 1015 cm 2
r-D-N
, d, nfPHJOxEH Hq
6. SHEPrH CBI 3JIEKT A B TPH[IA JIbHOM HOHE*)
3Heprxn CsxE3
3AeKTpona (3e)
0,754
0,08
0,6
He cyIuecTByeT
0,3
1,2
1,46
3,40
He cyutecrByer
0,35
He cyumecTByer
0,5
1,4
0,8
2,1
3,62
He cymeermyeT
OTpH 4a;
HOH
K-( 1 S)
Ca-
Ti-('F)
V-(bD)
Cr-( 6 S)
Mn-
Fe-('F)
Co-( 3 F)
Ni-( 2 D)
Cu-(1S)
As-
Se-
Br-(IS)
Rb-(iS)
Sr-
Y -
3leprxn caas
3AeKTPOHa (38)
0,30
He cyumecTByeT
0,4
0,6
1,0
He cyigecTByeT
0,6
0,9
1,3
1,8
2,0
2,0
3,37
0,27
He cyumecTByeT
0,3
OTp ua-
TeAbHtA
RN
Zr-('F)
Nb-( 5 D)
Mo-(6s)
Tc- (D)
Ru-('F)
Rh- (3F)
Pd- (2D)
Ag- (iS)
Sb-
Te-
J-(IS)
Au -(IS)
Pb-
TI-
Bi-
.9Heprxn CD%3U-
gAeKTpOHa (3e)
1,0
1,3
1,3
1,0
1,4
1,3
1,4
1,9
1,5
2,0
3,08
0,23
2,8
11,6
2,1
1,8.
*) B. M. C M H p H o B, ATOMHUe CTOAKHOBeCHS R AeMeHTBpHIe npoueccu
B rJia3Me, ATOMH3AaT, M. 1968.
7. AJIHHA PACCEMHH$ 3JIEKTPOHA HA ATOMAX HHEPTHMX rA30B [11
ATOM He Ne Ar Kr Xe
.RJHHa pacceRKHR (ao) 1,14 0,2 -1,6 -3,2 -5,8
AJIHHA PACOESHHS 3JIEKTPOHA HA ATOMAX IlREJIO'Hb1X METAJIJIOB
H ATOME BOAOPOAA (21
ATOM H Li Na K Cs
CHHrnaeTHsR AAHHa pacce-
3 H HJR (ao) 5,8 3,6 4,2 0,4 -4,0
TpHrrTmaH AAHHa pacce-
R H HS (ao) 1,88 -5,7 --5,9 15 -25
1. B. M. C M H p H o B, ATOMHue cTOIXHOBeHiR H meMpHT5pHMe npOaeCCM 1
naa3Me, ATOMH3AaT, 1968.
2. 3. M. K a p y a e, B c6. cTaTeA ATOMHbte CTOAKHOBeHHR-, 3HHaTHe', PHrq,
1905, T. 3, cTp. 33.
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OTpH a-
TeJlibi
HOH
H -(IS)
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Be-
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FIG. 8-7-6. The normalized cross section for formation of 0- ions by electron impac
on 02 molecules. The open circles represent the data of Schulz"'; the black dots, th
results of Craggs, Thorburn, and Tozer." Electron-beam techniques were used in eac
case. Schulz's cross section has a peak value of 1.25 x 10-" cm" at 6.7 ev. The curv
obtained by Craggs et al. has a shape similar to that of Schulz, but its peak value i
almost twice as high. Additional data on electron attachment and ionization in oxyge
have been recently reported by R. K. Asundi, J. D. Craggs, and M. V. Kurepa, Pro
Phys. Soc. (London) 82, 967 (1963)
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For plotting, the detachment frequency Vd is divided by N, the number
density of the gas, with which the ions are essentially in thermal equilibrium.
Also shown for comparison is the thermal electron three-body attachment
frequency v,, divided by N2. The collisional detachment results of Pack
and Phelps are of particular interest in connection with ionospheric
studies, for they show that the frequency of electron detachment collisions
between 02 ions and a thermal distribution of oxygen or nitrogen mole-
cules in the lower ionosphere is at least two orders of magnitude smaller
10-29 10-14
E E
U 2 3 4W
41 4
TmrreK
- Td C
EE
10-31 10-16
0 100 200 300 400 500 600
Temperature (OK)
FIG. 8-7-7. Thermal attachment and detachment coefficients in molecular oxygen as a
function of the gas temperature. The reactions are e + 202 T 02- + O.
than the previously accepted values. (More recent work by Pack and
Phelps"' indicates, however, that the detachment frequencies are really
about 30% higher than those plotted in Fig. 8-7-7.) Another important
result of this study was the determination of the electron affinity of 02,
which was obtained by equating the rates of attachment and detachment
and using the law of mass action. The value thus determined by Pack and
Phelps69 was 0.46 ± 0.02 ev (later revised to 0.44 ev3 )
We have already mentioned (Section 8-6-C) the work done at the
National Bureau of Standards on photodetachment of electrons from
atomic and molecular negative ions of oxygen. The photodetachment
cross sections for 0., derived from measurements by Burch, Smith, and
Branscomb,18 are displayed in Fig. 8-7-8. Also shown are results for 0
obtained by Branscomb, Burch, Smith, and Geltman, whose measure-
ments are particularly important because they furnish the most accurate
DATA ON NEGATIVE ION FORMATION AND ELECTRON DETACHMENT
shown in Fig. 8-7-11. Three illustrative curves are also shown for molec-
d ular oxygen for various assumed values of the vertical detachment energy
s E.. These curves are correct only if the experimental photodetachment
is spectrum from which they were calculated refers to single initial and final
e vibrational states. Curves of the radiative attachment cross sections for H
is and 0 are also given in Branscomb's review.10
n
10-14
E0 =0.2 ev
0
10 -1- E0 0.5E= 0.5ev--
CH
EA 0 ev,
E
10-7 ---------- 02-
3 //
10
:ts) 0 1 2 3
Electron energy (ev)
FIG. 8-7-11. Radiative attachment coefficients for atomic hydrogen and oxygen and
on illustrative curves for molecular oxygen.
)le
C. CARBON. Electron attachment to carbon atoms has never been
,ed studied experimentally in the laboratory, but Seman and Branscomb" have
)ur investigated the structure and photodetachment spectrum of the C-
'he negative ion. The C- photodetachment spectrum was measured in the
by visible region of the spectrum relative to the 0- spectrum, and the 0- data
the of Smith73 were used to obtain absolute values for the C- photodetach-
hin ment cross section shown in Fig. 8-7-12. The circles (whose diameters in-
rve dicate the magnitude of the statistical experimental errors) and the circles
with error bars represent the experimental cross section data. The solid
,en line represents the best fit to the C- ground-state threshold data. The
ind lower dashed line indicates absorption by an excited metastable (2D) state
ent of the C- ion. Since the relative populations of the metastable 2D and the
ch- ground 4S states of the C- in this experiment were unknown, it is impossible
are to calculate the cross section for photodetachment from the excited state.
__ __m -M
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vi. Plasma recombination
Electron-ion recombination include
a) radiative recombination (RR)
e+ A+ -+ A +ho
KRR oc (ET) 1/2, KRR ~ 1(- 12 cm 3 /s for ET =1 eV
b) three-body recombination (3bR)
e+A++ B-+ A+B
rough estimate K3bRNB Kei(eT) x (nrbNB),
gives K3bR ~ 10- 2 8 cm 6 s for ET ~1 eV
* Dissociative recombination (DR)
e+(AB)+ -+ A + B
very fast, KDR ~10 cm 3 /s for ET 1 eV, and
strongly increase with decreasing ET
* Charge-exchange recombination (CXR)
A~+B+ -> A+B
can be very fast, KCXR ~10 6 cm 3 /s for
H- + H+ -+ 2H and TN ~1000 K, and strongly
increase with decreasing TN
vii. Interactions between heavy particles
e Ion-neutral elastic and
collisions
lelastic collision|
charge-exchange
e These processes are very important since they
determine ion transport (mobility and
diffusion) in a gas discharge
* Typically K(el) =10 9 cm 3 /siN
" In case of resonance charge-exchange
(A++ A -> A + A+) K X)=1Ocm3 s
- "Penning ionization" (PI):
A*+B -+ A+B++e, where A* is the neutral
particle in excited metastable state and
E*>IB
Kp - 10-9 cm3 /s
charge-exchange collision]
K
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FIG. 4-9-1. Experimental values for scattering cross sections of ions in He, Ne, and A.
The macroscopic cross sections Q are expressed in units of cm-' and the microscopic
cross sections q in units of 10-16 cm'. The symbol s refers to elastic scattering, T to
charge transfer, and t to the sum of s and T. (a) He+ on He, W. H. Cramer and
J. H. Simons, J. Chem. Phys. 26, 1272 (1957); (b) Ne+ on Ne, W. H. Cramer, J. Chem.
Phys. 28, 688 (1958); (c) A+ on A, W. H. Cramer, J. Chem. Phys. 30, 641 (1959).
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FIG. 6-2-13. Cross sections for charge transfer of various ions in molecular nitrogen.
The dati are normalized o the results of Stier and Barnett for charge transfer between
protons and nitrogen at high energy. At 5000 ev, qr is taken to be 11.6 x 10-1 cm2 for
H+-N, (Stebbings, Turner, and Smith"). As explained in the text, the curves for O,+-N,
and N,+-N, in this figure probably pertain to incident ions in excited states.
ions had high energy, about 100 ev. Amme and Utterback,"3 on the other
hand, worked with ion source electrons whose energy could be varied
between 16 and 24 ev. The latter investigators observed a resonance shape
for the Os+-N 2 cross section when electron energies above 22ev were
used, but a strongly non-resonance behavior when the electron energy
was reduced below 18 ev. The resonant Ns+-N 2 cross section observed by
Amme and Utterback varied as a function of ion energy in the manner
generally reported by other investigators, but its value decreased by about
15 per cent when the source electron energy was increased from 17 to 23
ev. The ion impact energy range covered by Amme and Utterback ex-
tended from 40 to 1000 ev.
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FIG. 6-2-14. Charge transfer cross sections for NO+ and N2+ ions in nitric oxide
(Stebbings, Turner, and Smith2").
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vii. Electron emission from material surface
- Electron emission from the surface due to ion
bombardment
* Electron yield, yi, (electron per ion ratio)
strongly depends on a surface purity, in
practice y1 ~10- 14<<1
- Secondary electron emission
'Vacuum Vacuum
Metal Metal
- Secondary electron emission yield, 3,
(electron per electron ratio) strongly depends
on surface material and primary electron
energy, usually 8<< 1
ion ion
Metal MetalMetal Vacuum
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13-2-11. Electron yields for A+ ions on outgased tantalum and platinum and on
metals after treatment with hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. J. H. Parker,
Rev. 93, 1148 (1954).
projectiles, the observed yields must be due entirely to kinetic ejection.
Kinetic ejection is also the dominant mechanism at very high ion energies.
Data for such energies are displayed in Figures 13-2-16 and 13-2-17.
Oliphant'8 and Allen' 9 have investigated the dependence of y, on the
angle of incidence of the bombarding ions. Figure 13-2-18 shows the
behavior observed by Oliphant for 1000 ev He+ ions on nickel. The angle
made by the ions with the normal to the surface is denoted by 0. Allen
employed ions in the energy range 48 to 212 key and observed a yield
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THE IMPACT OF HEAVY PARTICLES ON SURFACES 647
maximum predicted for each ion by theory. The agreement is quite goMf
in every case except that of neon. These data are interpreted as meani:
that He+, A+, Kr+, and Xe ions are neutralized in the process of dire
Auger neutralization but that some 10% of the Ne+ ions are resonanc
neutralized near the surface and form excited -atoms that go to the grow
state by Auger de-excitation. This two-stage process can produce fasi
electrons and has a higher yield per ion than the direct process.,
30 -3 -10 '
2
2
IL 11
1
0 4 8 12 16 20
Electron enery, Eh(e)(iv)
FIG. 13-2-20. Energy distributions of secondary electrons ejected from Mo by He+
ions of various energies. H. D. Hagstrum, Phys. Rev. 104, 672 (1956).
Hagstrum's lowest energy, 10 ev, the maximum observed electron energy
was Ei - 2op for Ne+ as well as for the other ions.
Figure 13-2-20 illustrates the energy distributions of secondary electrons
ejected from atomically clean molybdenum by helium ions as a function
of ion kinetic energy. The energy distributions in the ion energy range
10 to 200 ev are explained in terms of Auger neutralization. The low-
energy peaks for the 600-ev and 1000-ev ions must come from another
process. The dashed portions of these curves describe the behavior
expected if only an Auger process were operative. These "excess" low-
energy secondaries are probably the result of kinetic ejection.
Kronenberg et al. 0 have recently established the presence of high energy
13
He+ on Mo
51 5 Ek(He+)
010 ey
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THE IMPACT OF ELECTRONS ON SURFACES 661
are produced deep within the target and lose so much energy in collisions
with other electrons before they reach the surface that they too cannot
escape. We let E,0 denote the energy at which the yield reaches its
maximum value bmax; E>+ and E, are the primary electron energies at
which the yield curve crosses the line 6 = 1 with positive and negative
slopes, respectively.
Values of nax, EO, E,,, and E._ for 31 different metals are listed in
Table 13-3-1. Note that bmax varies only from 0.5 to 1.7 in this table,
whereas other properties of these metals, such as density and electrical
conductivity, vary over a much wider range.
E P+ Epo 1000 Esp.. 2000
Ep (ev)
FIG. 13-3-2. A typical plot of secondary electron yield J as a function of the energy of
the primary electrons E,. The numerical values of the yield shown here are represen-
tative of pure metals and many semiconductors, although intermetallic compounds and
insulators may have considerably higher yields (see Table 13-3-2).
The secondary electron yield is sensitive to surface contamination and
roughness, and values of 6nax obtained for metals by various investigators
may differ by 10%. Determination of yields for insulators is more
difficult than for metals, and discrepancies in the data are considerably
wider. The principal difficulty in making measurements on an insulator
arises because its low conductivity permits the bombarded surface to
acquire a net electrical charge. Thus, if E, < E,+, the surface will charge
negatively until it approaches the primary electron accelerating potential
and no more primary electrons can strike it. If E,+ < E, < E,, the
surface will charge positively to a potential near that of the secondary
electron collector, and space charge effects will reduce the effective yield
to unity. If E, > E, the surface will charge negatively until the yield is
increased to unity.
In order to avoid the charging effects experienced with insulators, it is
necessary to determine the yield by a pulsed beam technique, 0 in which
the surface is allowed to recover completely between pulses of electron
max
5 1
1 0 i
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collisions within the target. These electrons are the "rediffused primaries"
just referred to. Separation of the rediffused primaries and true secondaries
is not possible, and the boundary between regions II and III is arbitrary.
It is usually taken at 50 ev.
The total secondary electron yield 6 is defined as the average number of
external electrons produced per incident electron. The true secondary
electronyield 6 true is the average number of external electrons in the energy
range 0 to 50 ev produced per primary electron. The backscattering
0 50 100 150 200
Secondary electron energy E (ev)
FIG. 13-3-1. A typical energy distribution for secondary electrons; E, denotes the
energy of the primary electrons which produce the secondary emission.
coefficient 71 is defined as the average number of external electrons with
energies greater than 50 ev per incident electron. From these definitions
it follows that
6 o 6true + 77 (13-3-1)
Although 77 may be small in some cases, it certainly is not always small in
relation to 6. In spite of this fact, the terms "secondaries" and "true
secondaries" are frequently used interchangeably, and most data on
secondary emission are expressed in terms of 6 rather than 6 tre-*
1. Dependence of 6 on the energy of the primary electrons. The second-
ary yield 6 varies with the energy of the primary electrons E, in approxi-t
mately the same manner for all target materials. Figure 13-3-2 shows the
shape of a typical yield curve. At very low and very high energies few
secondaries are ejected, but the yield is substantial at intermediate energies
and may exceed unity there. At low primary energies the energy of many
of the secondaries at the surface is less than the work function of the
target, and they cannot escape. At high energies most of the secondaries
* Some Russian authors have attempted to remove this ambiguity by using different
letter symbols for the total and true yields. They denote the total yield by a and the
true yield by 6. The relation involving these symbols which is equivalent to (13-3-1)
is a =6+ ?1.
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TABLE 13-3-1. Values of the peak secondary electron yields
6ma: and the primary electron energies E, at which they
occur for different metals. The electron energies E,+ and E,.
for which the yields equal unity are also indicated. This table
is taken from the review by Hachenberg and Brauer.57
Atomic Chemical
Number Symbol
3
4
11
12
13
19
22
26
27
28
29
37
40
41
42
46
47
48
50
51
55
56
73
74
78
79
80
81
82
83
90
Li
Be
Na
Mg
Al
K
Ti
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Rb
Zr
Cb
Mo
Pd
Ag
Cd
Sri
Sb
Cs
Ba
Ta.
W
Pt
Au
Hg
TI
Pb
Bi
Ta
6max E,0 Ev
0.5
0.5
0.82
0.95
0.95
0.7
0.9
1.3
1.2
1.35
1.3
0.9
1.1
1.2
1.25
>1.3
1.47
1.14
1.35
1.3
0.72
0.82
1.3
1.35
1.5
1.45
1.3
1.7
1.1
1.5
1.1
85
200
300
300
300
200
280
(400)
(500)
550
600
350
350
375
375
>250
800
450
500
600
400
400
600
650
750
800
600
650
500
900
800
120
200
150
200
175
175
150
120
150
300
250
250
250
350
150
350
70
250
80
bombardment. Even so, the yield of insulators is so sensitive to surface
conditions and method of preparation that results may be quite misleading.
The yield of MgO, for example, varies from 2.4 to 25, depending on the
method of target preparation, surface treatment, and even the past history
of the sample. Table 13-3-2, prepared from data compiled by Hachenberg
1400
1750
1500
(600)
1100
1300
>2000
700
2000
>2000
1500
3000
>2000
>1200
>1500
1000
>2000
TABLE 13-3-2. Maximum secondary electron yields from semiconductors and
insulators under electron bombardment. These data are taken from the review
by Hachenberg and Brauer.57
Group Substance 6max
Semiconductive
elements
Semiconductive
compounds
Intermetallic
compounds
Insulators
Glasses
Ge (single crystal)
Si (single crystal)
Se (amorphous)
Se (crystal)
C (diamond)
C (graphite)
B
Cu2O
PbS
MoS 2
MoO2
Ag 2O
ZnS
SbCs3
SbCs
BiCs3
Bi2Cs
GeCs
LiF (evaporated layer)
NaF (layer)
NaCi (layer)
NaCl (single crystal)
NaBr (layer)
NaBr (single crystal)
NaI (layer)
KCI (layer)
KCI (single crystal)
KI (layer)
KI (single crystal)
RbCI (layer)
KBr (single crystal)
BeO
MgO (layer)
MgO (single crystal)
BaO (layer)
BaO-SrO (layer)
A120 3 (layer)
Si0 2 (quartz)
Mica
Technical glasses
Pyrex
Quartz-glass
1.2-1.4
1.1
1.3
1.35-1.40
2.8
1
1.2
1.19-1.25
1.2
1.10
1.09-1.33
0.98-1.18
1.8
5-6.4
1.9
6-7
1.9
7
5.6
5.7
6-6.8
14
6.2-6.5
24
5.5
7.5
12
5.5
10.5
5.8
12-14.7
3.4
4
23
4.8
5-12
1.5-9
2.4
2.4
2-3
2.3
2.9
400
250
400
400
750
250
150
400
500
350
700
550
1000
1000
700
600
1200
1800
1200
1600
1800
2000
400
1200
400
1400
350-1300
400
300-384
300-420
340-400
420
* Thermionic electron emission
- With increasing temperature of a metal more
and more electrons can overcome potential
barrier and leave
* This results in electron current from the
surface, j(s"f), which is described by the
Richardson's equation
j(Surf)= AT2 exp(-p/T)
where A = me/(27 2h3
T Vacuum
MetalI
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A. Electric breakdown of a gas
C discharge RF discharge I
* Evolution of electron and ion densities is
described by continuity equations
ane
t+ -3e= S(+) - S()
an
=+ V -Ji= S(+) - S(-
where J e and ji are the electron and ion fluxes;
S(+), and S(_) are the electron and ion
volumetric sources and sinks (we assume no
negative ions)
* Before we apply strong DC electric field or
RF the electron and ion densities are usually
very small (no~- 103 cm- 3)
5-0
" This is not a plasma yet! Electrons and ions
are not coupled through ambipolar electric
field, Eamb, which occurs due to electron and
ion separation
* Estimation of ambipolar potential, (Pamb,
which can be caused by electron and ion
separation in a chamber with a scale L can be
found from Poisson equation
V -(Vp) = 4ne(ne - ni)
egmb/ ET <4 te 2 noL2 /eT (L/D)2
where XD is the Debye length and ET is electron
averaged energy
* For no~ 10 3 cm-3, T ~0.1 eV, we find XD
100 cm and, therefore, for L ~ 10 cm we have
e(pb/ET <10-2 and E( < 104V/cm
which are negligibly small
" Notice that for electric breakdown of the gas
at the pressure of 1 torr we need an external
electric field
Eext >100 V/cm
e To determine electron and ion fluxes (Je andj1) we consider electron and ion momentum
balance equations
amnete + mne(Ve 
-V)9e
at
= -e-v -(fleET) 
- mneNKeN~e
t1 + Mfl(V-V)i
= eEnj - V(niT) - Mn1NKiN~i
where E is the electric field (E = Eext + Eamb);
Ve and Vi are the electron and ion flow
velocities (Je= neve, j=ni~i); m and M are the
electron and ion masses; KeN and KiN are the
rate constants of elastic electron-neutral and
ion-neutrals collisions; T is the neutral/ion
temperature and ET is the electron "effective"
temperature (averaged energy) which can be
much higher than T
- Recall that usually KeN ~ 10^7 cm 3/s and
KiN ~ 10-9 cm 3/s
5'
e We are interested in a slow processes
at << VeN = NKeN, ViN NKiN where left hand
sides of momentum balance equations can be
ignored and we have
Je= ene E -E V(ne) -negeE - DeV(ne)
mVeN mVeN
-i ene E - T V(ni) a niiE - DjV(nj)
MviN MviN
where e = e/mveN and gi = e/MviN are the
electron and ion mobilities; De = ET/mVeN and
Di = T/MviN are the electron and ion diffusion
coefficients
- Notice that since mKeN << MKiN we have
9e>>pi and De>>Di (a rough estimate gives
mKeN/MKiN ~i /e ~ Di/De ~ Vm/M)
- Since we are considering a conditions for a
breakdown of gas we can assume that the
electron and ion densities are small and
E ~ Eext >> Eamb
" At low plasma density we also can ignore
recombination processes assuming that
electrons and ions only are disappear at the
surfaces of the chamber (we assume no
negative ions!)
" As a result, the electron and ion continuity
equations can be written as
ane= V (negeEext) + V -(DeV(ne)) + nevion(FT) + S0
an-
= - (ni iEext)+ V -(DiV(ni))+nevion(FT)+ SO
where vion (ET) = NKjon(ET), and So is a source
of primary electrons and ions (e. g. cosmic UV)
" Notice that in this approximation ion density
evolution is completely determined by the
evolution of electron one
- Recall that fT is determined from the balance
of electron energy gain from the electric field
and inelastic energy loss and, therefore, in
DC electric field
(Eext/N) 2E T O CE c (eEext/mNKeN) 2 cC
DC discharge
* We assume that the discharge chamber is
"short"
/I
I®A
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and diffusion loss of charged particles to the
sidewalls is small compare to their loss to the
electrodes
5-3
M
)
-
- Then a steady state solution can be found
from equations
d(nepeEext)+flV (s)+S 0
dx
d(n-gjEext) + neVion(ET) +S0 0dx
with boundary conditions for the electron,
je -negeEext, and ion, ji= nigiEext, fluxes at
the electrodes (recall secondary electron
emission from the surface due to ion
bombardment):
at a cathode: je= -1iji
at an anode: ji=0
Notice that Eext, ET, gig ge, and So do not
depend on x-coordinate
* Extracting one of these equations from
another and integrating equation for je we
find that
j- je= j const.
e0LIj e(Cathode) je(Anode) = Soa(eaLI 
- 1)
X= vion/peEext is a first Townsend coefficient
Taking into account boundary conditions at
anode and cathode we find
Soa(eaLI 
- 1)
-yie'Ll /(1+ Yi)
- Townsend's gas breakdown condition:
(xL LI/ = en{(1 + y)/y}
- Recall that Eext = U/Ljj, e = e/mNKeN(ET)
Vion = NKion(ET), ET ET(Eext/N) -ET(U/NL1)
Townsend's criterion can be written as
2
U Kion 6T CKeN ETCUJJ
U NLI, NLI,) e
ioh n
U UPaschen (NLII)
5-7
" Ionization rate constant, which has the most
crucial dependence on the ratio NL/U can be
approximated as
Kion (ET (U/NL11)) = A exp(-B(NL1/U))
where A and B are the constant which only
depend on a gas properties
" Then Townsend's criterion has the form
F(NL=,U) exp( BNLII= C
where C is some constant
e For given U function F(NL,U) looks like
F(NL,U)FU
C
(NLii)U NLI
- Where FU = 4U/(eB) 2 and (NLii)U = 2U/B
e Therefore:
a) gas breakdown is only possible for
U > Umi a C(eB) 2 /4
b) for given U > Uin the breakdown is
possible for
(NL)min (U):!'NL (NLII)max (U)
UPaschen (NLII)
U
Umir -
(NL I)m (NLII)max
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PHC. 1.1. 3aBHCHMOCTh Hanpxceurn npo6os oT napaMe'pa pL (KpHBUe
HameHa) aa pasmrwmuz raaos
Tora yCAOBH5 npO60oi TaKHX ra30B, eCTeCfTBeHHO, H3MeHRIOTCR
TaKHM o6pa3oM, 'TO BO BceX BiunenpHBeeHHUX Bbpa)KeHHgX
BeAH'qHHy VI HeO6XOAHMO 3aMeHHT6 ha Pa3HOCb V--Va.
§ 1.2. fIpOCTpaHcT~eHHO OAHOpOAHI4
CTpHMepHbI npo6o0
KaK yKa3lbBSaOC& BLme, KpHTepHf npo6o* TayHceHAa
B BHAe (1.11) H 3aKOH nOAo6Ha FlameHa RBJIOTCSI O'eHb yin-
pOueHHUMH. OCHOBHOe npeoAoOweHHe, AonygeHHoe- npi
BaBoAe 3THX yTBep)KAeHHI, 3aKnoqaoch s orpaHaqeHHH IJIOT-
HOCTH BTOpHlHIIX JiAeKTpOHOB, BO3HHKaIOIgHX Ha- CTaAHNW
pa3BHTHt rpo6o. ECreCTBeHHO, wo C pocrot IapaMeTpa pL
3T0 yCZOBHe HapymHTCi (p -- ABeHHe ra3a). Onwr rIOKa3br-
BaeT, ITO KpHTepHA ipo6os B BHlR (1.11) [PHMeHHM JIHIIb
fpH He CJIHIUKOM B&COKHX 3Ha'eHHqr pL<101-101 Top -ch.
B Cjiyqae, KOrla q eKTPHoeCKoe noJie o6pa3yOIgHXCSg 0
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RF discharge
- In RF discharge the energy which electron
can gain in electric field depends on RF
frequency, o, and, therefore,
ET c EE 0c
(eEpR/m) 2
(NKeN) 2 +0)2
- Due to oscillation of electric field there is no
effect of drift velocity on gas breakdown
L
RF discharge
* Then, approximating diffusion loss to the
walls in electron continuity equation as
Dene/L 2 (where L is the scale length the
region with high RF wave intensity) we have
- (vion(ET) - De/ L2)ne +So = vppne +SO
ane
at
4/
* It gives electron density time evolution
ne(t) = no exp(vput) + So(exp(vput) -1)/vu
* Exponential growth of electron density
corresponds to RF gas breakdown
VpR = Vion(ET)- De/L 2 >0
- Recall: De oc 1/NKeN (ET), Vion NKion(ET),
and ET oc (Epx) 2 {(NKeN) 2  21, therefore
RF breakdown criterion can be written as
N2exp {-BRF (NKeN )
2 +(2
ERF
(4
N J
67
VN-' TZeN =- (0
> Cp
ERF
N
Streamer
- The main simplification we have used to
derive Townsend's gas breakdown criterion is
that the electric field strength, E, does not
vary during gas breakdown and E ~ Eext
* However, in many cases this approximation
fails (spark, lightning) and electric field can
be significantly altered due to electron
avalanching
Eex
++ + + ++ .-- E
++ 9
e In this case analysis of a gas breakdown
requires to consider both electron transport
and electrodynamics equations and becomes
very complex
- Here we will just to make some simple
estimates to show when it may happen
* Assume that Eext > E, then
E = eNej((e) 2
e exp(vione/we) = e
dne/dt = Vionne
de/dt =we
where Ne is the number of electrons in an
avalanche
As a result of avalanching E increases
E(t)=( eEext )213exp(Cwet/3)
and E(t*) Eext
At t = t* we have
Ne = Eext/(ex2) >> 1 (applicability limit)
t(t*)= -n{Eext (eax2)} >> ee(t*) 1/c
* If different avalanches merge together before
E ~ Eext => homogeneous streamer
no > ( e(t*))-3 43 6 CM-3
& e - eE ,f(t) geextt Wet,
B. Steady-state conditions
e After electric gas breakdown electron and ion
densities are strongly increased (XD<< L) and
ambipolar electric field becomes very
important to keep ambipolarity ne = ni
" Therefore, electrons can not diffuse freely as
before and their life-time can significantly
increase
e Consider electron and ion fluxes to the
sidewalls in the positive column of DC
discharge assuming that ne =ni ~~n
e= -neE - DeVn, jj= ni - DiVn
fpositive column
_______U_____
Since J e=J i= j we find electric field Eamb,
which maintains ambipolarity, and j
Eamb - (De Di)vn(n)
J-= De g Vn = -DambVn
ge
where Damb is the ambipolar diffusion
coefficient
De >> Damb >> Di
* Therefore electron life-time, tlife - i/Damb,
becomes much larger than free electron
diffusion time, L I/De,
* As a result, DC electric field, E, in positive
column must be significantly lower than it use
to be during breakdown and is determined by
the balance of neutral ionization and plasma
diffusion loss
Damb (E)/Li
= NKI-(E)
E T (E/N) 2 = Kion(E/N)
KiN(NLI)
e In RF discharges reduction of electron loss
due to switch from free electron to ambipolar
diffusion results in
NKion(Ep)> Damb(EpR)/Li
* Therefore a steady-state condition can only be
reached due to reduction of RF electric field
* Usually it occurs when electrons in the
discharge start to alter RF wave propagation
" In simplest case of a planar RF wave it
corresponds electron density n
ope(n) a4irne2/m ~ (0"
" At that conditions RF wave propagation
becomes very nonlinear and even anomalous
absorption mechanism can appear
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A. Electron kinetics in gas discharge plasmas
" In previous lectures we have used some
estimates for the rate constants of electron-
neutral interactions (KeN, ion Kexcitq -)
" However, the rate constants of electron-
neutral interactions are determined by
electron distribution function fe (V, , t)
K( ...(,t) = f 0(.. ) ) I fe (, , t)dV
" Where fe(V,,t) itself is determined by
electron heating in applied electric field, E,
and cooling due to elastic and (mainly)
inelastic electron-neutral collisions
" Moreover, since ionization degree in gas
discharge plasmas is usually small (<10-4),
electron-electron collisions (causing
Maxwellization of fe (M,i,t)) are weak and
fe(V,Y,t) is far from Maxwellian
" Thus, fe( ,,t) can only be found from
solution of electron kinetic equation
* Kinetic equation for fe (i,t)
.af ( MY9t)V eES' ' +V- -(vf e( ,M ), 
- f(,i) =
at rVme(90
CeN(fe) + Cee(fe,fe) + Cei (fe)
where CeN(fe), Cee(feife), and Cei(fe) are the
collision terms describing electron-neutral,
electron-electron, and electron-ion interactions
e The most important conclusion which can be
made from the observation of electron kinetic
equation is:
if electron-neutral collisions dominate than
electron kinetics and, hence, all electron-
neutral interaction (excitation, dissociation,
ionization, elastic collisions, etc.) depend
only on the ratio
E/N
simultaneously, characteristic length and time
scale like N-1
" It can be proven by making scaling
transformation t x N -- t' and - x N -> ' in
general electron kinetic equation
qOc
" Recall that if electron energy loss is due to
elastic collisions then electron drift velocity,
Ve - eE/(mNKeN), is mach smaller than
electron thermal velocity VT
Ve = Vm/M vT<<vT
" In this case electron distribution function is
almost spherically symmetric
- This will be true even if electron energy loss
is due to inelastic collisions, but aelastic>
Ginelastic and symmetrization of fe (V , t) in
velocity space occurs faster than energy loss
" Fortunately this inequality usually holds and
therefore electron kinetic equation can be
significantly simplified
* When fe(V,-,t) is almost symmetric in
velocity space we can use the expansion of
fe(V,rt) around spherical one
fe(9,i,t) = f0(IIi,t)+ cosOf1 (kI,i,t)+...
where cos15=(-E)/(vE) and fo >>f 1
e Consider electron-neutral collision term
CeN(f e)
= -J didQ q(u, 15)u{fe (9)F( 1 ) - fe (V)F(V'1 )}
where F(9) is the neutral distribution function,
u =1V - II, q(u, 15) is the differential cross-
section, and VI and V'I are the particle velocities
after collision
- Taking into account that electron velocity is
much higher than neutral one and I VI -I V I in
elastic collisions it is possible to show that
(CeN (fe) cos)
= -NJdiq(v,9)v(1 - cost3)f 1 (IVI,V,t)
and NJdLq(v,9i5)v(1 - cos 15) = NKm(v) = vM (v)
is the momentum transfer frequency
* As a result, neglecting fk (k>1), we have
coupled equations for fo and fI
af 0
at
vaf1  eE a(v 2 fi)
3 ax 3mv2 a = CeN(f0)
+vafo eEafo (m
t ax m av eN
- Considering slow processes, at << vm), we
find
eE af0
= mvym) (v) av
eN ( av
convection 4f
af0
at
a eEv af0
axI3mv 9)(v) av
V af0
v M)(v) ax
diffusion 4 f
a V2 af 0
ax 3v 9)(V) ax
1 a (eE/m)2v 2 afo
+ a +CeN(fO
3v2 av V m)(V) av
heating ft cooling ft
* In general case equation for f0 can only be
solved numerically even for a steady-state
homogeneous conditions
" However, in some interesting limits it is
possible to simplify collision term CeN(f 0 )
and get analytic solution
" For example, for elastic collisions CeN(fO)
can be written as
Celastic (f 3/2 ( f 0eN M aL VeN(e-)yTN a f
where NJ dfq(v, i5)v = NKeN(V) VeN(v), and
E = mv2 /2; for excitation process we have
C*N(f 0 )= -veN()f 0 (E)
+ Eth+ E+ECth Vex +thE+Eth)
E
where Eth is a threshold energy, and for ET>>Eth
expression for C*x(f 0 ) can be reduced to
CeN (f 0)= __th ( geN(E/f E
- Then electron kinetic equation for these two
cases can be written as follows
2 (eE)2 3/2 afo
3 EBE vme) aE
M s\/ E / N T+
for elastic collisions and
2(eE)2 3/2 afo
3M (E) aF
for neutral excitation in the limit fT>>th
Solving these equations we find
f o (E)= fo(O)exp -JdE'/Teff (E' )( 0
where Teff(E) = 2
3
(eE/m) 2 M
VeN(E)VfeN
+ TN, and
f0 () <x e)2-Fd (E>Eth)0 2(eE) ,
=0
-th I (Vext (F,)_ F 0 (F
_ -Fa. eN
e General trend of f0 (E): f0 (e) is strongly
depleted above excitation threshold. E.g. for
vv(m) (E) o swe have
f0(e) oc exp-E/TextI (E> th)
where Text = (2(eE)2 (3thmv ()v())
decreases with increasing v*x
'A )£n(f 0 (E)
* As a result of f0 (E) depletion at E>Eth the
excitation rate,
Sext = JdcW[ v*x(e)f 0 (e),
0
saturates with increasing v*x
Eth
* Saturated level of excitation rate, (Sext)sat'
can be found by solving kinetic equation for
E<Eth and assuming that fo(Eth)= 0 (electrons
with E>Eth excite instantaneously)
- For E<Eth kinetic equation is simple
a
4,E
2(eE) 2 3/2 afo =0
3my () eE a
where jE is the particle flux along e-coordinate
into region E>Eth and which is equal to (Sext)sat
9 Therefore, assuming that fo(eth) =0 we have
Et 3mv(Mg) (E')
f () =(Sext)st fdE' e
C 2 (eE)2 6'3/ 2
- Then, taking into account
we find (Sext)sat
00
ne = Jde f 0 (e),
0
(Sext )sat
0
,th 3m v5(E ')
E 2(eE) 2 F3/2
Snv(m) EE
eeN Eth
a(-jE) _
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B. Kinetics of vibrationally excited molecules
in non-equilibrium plasmas
Vibrationally excited molecules in gas
discharge plasmas play a very important role
in:
a) electron kinetics and energy balance
b) gas lasers
c) endothermic chemical reactions (e. g.
AB(v > Vth) + C -+ A + BC), since effective
vibrational temperature, Tv, can be much
higher than gas temperature TN
- Main mechanisms of vibrational excitation
and de-excitation of molecules
a) excitation: by electron impact through
the formation and decay of metastable
negative molecule (e-v processes)
M(v) + e -+ M(-) -+ M(v')+ e
b) de-excitation: by neutral particles (v-T
processes)
M(v)+N -> M(v -1)+N
- While e-v processes are very effective, v-T
are not and it allows to reach TV>>TN in a
weakly ionized plasmas
* The reason why v-T processes are not
effective is that neutrals are heavy particle
and Massey parameter is large
Ma = Eorb/hvT>>l
where
excitation,
EO is the energy of vibrational
rb is the Bohr radius, and VT is the
neutral thermal velocity
* Massey parameter occurs from a quantum
mechanic treatment of the probability of
vibrational transition, Pv-T, due to neutral-
molecular interaction V(1)
00
Pv-T Of Ci-t V(t)dt
-00
Te-i(EO/h)t V(t)dt
-00
where V(t) V(vNt) varies smoothly at time
scale ~ rb/vN (e. g. V(t) c {1+ (vNt/rb )2 })
* As a result we find
Pv-T <c exp(-Eorb/hvN)
* Averaging Pv-T over Maxwellian distribution
of neutrals we arrive to Landau-Teller
formula for v-T relaxation rate constant KvT
KvT = KNN T-3/2
xfexp(-Eorb/hvN 2N 2TN)d(VN/VT)
* After some algebra we find
Kv-T K NN 25/6 (Ma) 2/3 exp{-3(Ma/2) 2 /3}
o exp{-(EMa/TN)1/3
27 Erb 2  27 EOMNwhere EMa= 8I hb) MN= EO ONEM, in8\hJ 8 Ebmn
practice EMa ~100 eV >>TN < 0.1 eV (Ma ~30)
" As a result, e-v excitation can exceed v-T
relaxation at a very low ionization degree
ne/N > Ke/K T 10-- 7
* While v-T relaxation is slow, an exchange of
vibrational quanta (v-v exchange)
M(v) + M(v' ) -+ M(v + 1) + M(v' -1)
is fast, since it is almost a resonance process
(corresponding Massey parameter << 1)
" The kinetic equation for the population of
vibrational states of molecules taking into
account e-v, v-v, v-T processes and chemical
reactions can be written as follows
dNv
dt Ce-v+ Cv-v+ Cv-T + CRdt
where NV is the density of the molecules on
virational level v, Ce_' C_, CV...T, and CR
are collisional terms describing vibrational
excitation by electron impact, v-v exchange,
v-T relaxation, and chemical reactions
" The expressions for Cev, CvT, and CR can
be written as
Cev = -ne IKev(v, w)Nv - NV+We(Ev+w-Ev)/Te}
+ne Y Kev(V-WW){NVW-Ne(Ev-Ev-w)/Te
w>O
CVT = -NKvT (v){Nv - Nve(Ev-1-Ev)/TN }
CR = -VR(v)Nv
* Consider v-v exchange collisional term
C_ = - IKv-v(v' ,w){NvNv'
v',w
-NV+wNV'-w exp(- 2EoXvw(v - V+w)/TN)}
where exponential factor, depending on gas
temperature, is due to relations between the
rate constants of direct and inverse processes
e For the conditions where v-v exchange is a
dominant term in vibrational kinetics we find
that CV-v=0 results in so-called Treanor
distribution of vibrationally excited states
N Treanor exp{ EO(v+ 1/ 2) + EoXv(v+1/ 
2)2
TV TN
where TV is effective vibr. temperature of v=1
NTreanor Iv~ TN/(2XvTv)
V, v
* In practice Nv does not increase as strongly as
NTreanor does (due to the effects of
dissociation boundary and impact of v-T and
reaction processes)
- However, NV usually
Treanor-like tail with
still has an extended
a cut off due to
or
]
[dissociation
reaction
I V
pp
5S
NV
|dissociation
V
r
I
V
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A. Instabilities in gas discharge plasmas
" In many cases in order to provide an efficient
process (e. g. population of molecular
vibrational states in powerful gaseous lasers,
acceleration of plasma-chemical reactions
output, increase the power into discharge,
etc.) it is necessary to have large product
neNV
where V is the plasma volume
- Therefore it is very desirable to have
relatively high ionization degree (ne/N ~10~3)
of nonequilibrium Te>>TN plasmas with
relatively high neutral gas density (pressure)
* However, in practice it is very difficult to du
due to instabilities of powerful gas discharges
" One of the most universal and the most
dangerous instabilities in gas discharge
plasmas is a thermal instability
" Thermal instability usually lead to discharge
contraction and spoils discharge quality (TN
becomes close to Te)
* Basic physics of thermal instability can be
understood from analysis of positive column
of glow discharge
popsitive column
oU
- Recall that all rate constants of electron-
neutral interactions (ionization rate constant
in particular) depend on the ratio E/N
Consider relatively high plasma density so
that plasma sink is due to recombination
(ne )2 Krec = nevion a neNKion =
ne = NKion/Krec
where Kien and Krec are ionization and
effective recombination rate constants
e Recombination in atomic gases is usually due
to formation of molecular ions
A++ B+ C -+(AB)++C
following by dissociative recombination
(AB)++e -+ A+B)
* Radial profiles of the gas temperature, TN,
and density have departure from averaged
values To and No due to the gas heating
IN(r) TNr) =No ToI
N(r) I )
[L1j -WT
- In atomic gas discharges the gas heating is
close to a total energy deposition into
discharge (Joule heating)
Qgh = ejeE = eneLeE 2
N>
where R-y e/(mKeN) is the electron mobility
- Neutral gas heating supposed to be
compensated by the gas cooling due to gas
heat conduction, KN, to the sidewalls
Qgc KN(TN - Tw) ~ KNTw 
No - N
L 1L0 No
sidewalls
96
T r)I
- As a result we find equation describing gas
temperature (density) departure (Qgh=Qgc)
N(eE)2 Kion(E/N) _ KNTw No - N
mKeNKrec L1 No
- Since ionization rate constant has the most
strong dependence on the ratio E/N we can
neglect all dependencies on neutral gas
density in the left hand side of our energy
balance equation
e Then, adopting expression
Kion = Kion exp{-B(N/E)}
where kion and B are some constants
we can rewrite energy balance equation as
follows
exp(8R) = 8&/Q
where Q = (QoboLi)(NTw), Q0 is the energy
deposition into discharge at N = N0 ,
bo = B(NO/E)>>1, and 8& = bo{(No - N)/NO1>0
'U
* Analyzing energy balance equation we find
that solution only exist at Q <Qcrit = e
I I
Q < QCrit 5N/Q
unstable I stable
lexp(5 N)
8 N
Qcrit
h~I
KN
* Thus we find that the power into discharge,
Q, is limited by a rather low value Qcrit
<<(KNwT)/LiQ <Qcrit = (eKNTw) (b0 LI)
exp(8N)
* For higher power (Q > Qcrit) positive feedback
Q l TN (0)T => N(t)a i -> Vion(E/N)
-> neT => Q T =:> ....
will cause contraction of the discharge
Q <Qcrit
plasma
IQ>Qcrit
[plasma j
* In RF gas discharge thermal contraction may
cause discharge filamentation
ne
x
" In dense gas the scale of these filaments, k,
can be about RF wave length XpF. In some
regimes the filamentation of discharge
sustained by RF wave starts to exhibit a
stochastic properties
- To consider RF discharge filamentation a
physical picture we considered for glow
discharge must be modified to take into
account wave propagation and reflection due
to inhomogeneous plasma density
- Such effects are very important for RF wave
interaction with atmosphere and ionosphere
of the Earth
* There are many varieties of thermal
instability of gas discharge plasma which
manifest the peculiarities of gas properties
* In noble gases (e. g. argon, krypton) electron-
electron collisions can significantly elevate
the tail of electron distribution function and,
therefore, increase ionization rate constant
even in relatively weakly ionized gas with
ne/N ~ 10-6+5
* In this case, a positive feedback occurs not
only due to gas heating but also can be caused
by dependence of Kin on ne/N
n(f 0 (E))
ne/N = 01
ne/N # 0
onization
Eth
)AH 6ba-
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" In molecular gases the main part of the power
goes into excitation of vibrational levels and
not into gas heating
" Gas can be heated due to v-T relaxation of
vibrational energy Ev (energy per molecule)
Qgh = eyvNVv-T EYN KvT(TN)
where KvT(TN) oc exp{-(EMa/TN)1/ 3 } is the
rate constant of v-T relaxation
" Recall that EMa >> TN and, therefore, v-T
relaxation processes is very sensitive to
neutral gas temperature
" Considering a simple case when vibrational
excitation by electron impact is balanced by
molecular deactivation at wall we find
EVNDM/L = TeneNKe_=v
e, - TeneKeLi /DM
where Kev is the rate constant of vibrational
excitation by electron impact, Te>>TN is the
electron temperature, and DM is the diffusion
coefficient of the molecules
* Then, taking into account ionization-
recombination balance which gives plasma
density
ne = NKion/Krec
the expression for the gas heating due to v-T
relaxation of vibrational energy can be
written as follows
Qgh ~ eeneN 2Kv-T(TN)Ke-vLI/DM
TeN 3Kion(E/N)KvT (TN)Ke-vL
KrecDM
* Notice, that in addition to strong dependence
of Kion on variation of gas temperature
(density), in molecular gases we also have
sharp dependence of KvT
* We balance gas heating by heat conduction to
the walls
1KN(TN - Tw) 1CNTw No - NQg2 ~ 2 2 NoQgc~ L_ 
* For stability analysis it is enough to consider
TN around Tw and approximate
Kv-T(TN)
Kv-T(TW) exp{1QEMa)1
3 TN-Tw
3 Tw j Tw
=exp { Ma 1/3 N0 -N
No Sexp bv
No -N
No}
* Then, from equilibration Qgh = Qgc we have
exp1SN} = S/Q,
=(bv + bo) Qvll VyT
CN~w
where QV (TW)Li
DM
QV = TeneNKe-v is the energy deposition into
vibrational levels
As a result, we find that the discharge is
stable if
QV <(Qv)crit 1 1KNTw 
DM
(bv + bo) Li VvT1L
and
* Interesting situation can happen for the case
of strong vibrational excitation (EV is high)
- Then, v-v exchange processes becomes
important and the population of vibrational
states, v, trends to form the Treanor function
V
" v-v exchange conserves averaged vibrational
quantum number (v), but (v2) increases
" Recall that the energy of vibrational level v is
EV = Eo (ve+g1/2)1- Xv(v + 1/2)}
- Therefore averaged vibrational energy Ev ~-
E0 (v) - EoXv(v 2) decreases and
with increasing (V2 ) due to v-v
TN increases
exchange =
fast gas heating => thermal contraction
(00
t~tl
------- MM.
B. Non-linear waves in gas discharge plasmas
(domains, strats)
In Section A we considered instabilities
leading to plasma perturbations which are
homogeneous along electric field (k -E =0)
* Here we consider instabilities leading to
perturbations along electric field (k E 0)
E
instability
* Nonlinear waves emerging as a result of
instabilities with i -E 0 are called domains
or strats
{Ot
E* __9 0
i1nstability-
e Domains due to electron attachment can be
formed in discharges in electro-negative gas
(e. g. oxygen)
- Electron density in this type of discharges can
be sustained by external ionization source,
Sext, (e. g. electron beam) and controlled by:
dissociative attachment e + AB -> A- + B, de-
attachment A + B -+ e + A + B, and charge
exchange recombination A + B+ -+ A + B
dne - Sext - Vane + Vdfnl
dt
dt - ext - ri 1i
ne + =
where n ~) and n *) are the density of negative
and positive ions; va(Te) and Vd are attachment
and de-attachment frequencies, and Kr is the
recombination rate constant
(we assume here that ionization by impact of
thermal electron is negligible)
(o2
e Solving particle balance equation we find
nF(Te =1 Sext(Vd +2va) +
2 (Vd+Va)Va
is 2 }  2 KrS 2/JlSext(Vd+2Va) + Sext d/Kr ext
2 (Vd+Va)Va (Vd +Va)Va
* Notice that for Sext > V2/Kr there are two
solutions for electron density
* Electron temperature Te is determined by
electric field E (gas density we assume
constant) and increases with increasing E
- Therefore
F(Te) F(Te(E))
" For the case when perturbations are along E,
electric current (electron flux) must be
conserved j = ne leE=const.
" As a result, we arrive to the equation for
electric field
j/NE) = F(Te(E))
10~
* Recall that dissociative attachment cross-
section has energy threshold so that
I" A
Meanwhile, Vd and K, do not depend on
electron energy and, hence, on E
- Therefore, for Sext > V2/Kr we find following
asymptotic behavior of ne(E) F(E)
a) for E -O (va->O)
e ext/va -*, e ext /Vd - Vd/Kr
b) for E ->oo (va->const.)
ne+) = n(+)(oo)> n(- - n()
vy (T (E)V
(E)
9-
)a e
Ea Te
* As a result, schematic dependencies of LHS
and RHS of equation for electric field can be
shown as follows
r 4
J
* Domains of low (high) and high (low) electric
field (electron density) can co-exsit and as a
result
A
plasma
HS S(+)stable
LHS lunstable|
RHS(- stable
I/0
* Similar effect can occurs due to negative
differential mobility observed in the mixtures
of molecular and noble (argon, xenon) gases
ge Te
E/N
" This effect is caused by Ramzauer's minimum
on the cross-section of electron-neutral elastic
collision
" Then, from electron energy balance equation,
assuming electron flux conservation, we find
.2=
ej2 = ge(Te)eine1 (Te)
where Einel is the energy loss due to inelastic
electron-neutral collisions, dEineI/d Te>O
" Due to non-monotonic dependence ge(E/N)
energy balance equation can allow three
solutions
lob
evgE = vuT,;
n+= n,;
eVgn, = = const. (
.lpH 3saaHHOR HanpzIKeHHOCTH noaR E ypaBHeHHe (3.4) -Hmee
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" In noble gases (e. g. argon, krypton) Kien
dependence on ne/N due to either electron-
electron collisions or multi-step processes
involving metastable states is the main reason
for occurrence of strats
* From plasma particle balance and current
"conservation"
2
Vion(E/N,ne)= VD DA/LI=const.,
negeE = j=const., we have
Vion(E/N,j/ JE) = VD
" For some current densities, increasing
dependence of ionization frequency with
increasing ne can compensate reduction of
vio0 with reduced electric field strength
fion effect of n e
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e In the discharges with magnetic field there
are a large variety of instabilities associated
with gas ionization and plasma-neutral
collisions which result in strats, discharge
filamentation, and turbulent effects
e Propagating fronts in RF discharges due to a
strong increase of plasma density at the front
and RF wave reflection
RIF
wne
(n )l crit --
Vfront
where (ne)crit -- 1pe((ne)crit) = CRF
[(I
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General remarks
- Any chemical reaction can be written as
XkjAj =0
i
where A. is a chemical symbol of a reactant (it
can be atom, molecule, ion, electron)
- For example, reaction 2H 2 +02 -+ 2H 20 can
be written as
2H 2 +0 2 -2H 20=0
and, therefore, kH2 = 2, k02 =1, and kH20 = - 2
* From statistical physics we know that if
reaction goes at constant pressure and
temperature, thermodynamic potential of our
system should decrease and reach minimum
for equilibrium conditions, which results in
equality
i
where i~ is a chemical potential
e For ideal gas (plasma) we have (see statistical
physics course)
t = Tn(Pi) + EOi - cpiTin(T) -
where Pi is the partial pressure, EOj is the
internal energy of the reactant, cpi is the
specific heat at constant temperature (cpi=5/2
for atom, and 9/2 for bi-atomic molecule), (j
is the chemical constant
" Introducing reactant concentrations,
Ci = Pj/P, we find
Tj~j p-ykiIC=Pi Kp(T)
1
-jkj Jkj~j Ykicpi -j(kiE-Oi T)
-P i ei Ti e i KC(PT)
= constant of chemical equilibrium
" As a result, for equilibrium conditions the
concentrations of reactants only depend on
pressure and temperature
Piq
Examples
Saha equilibrium:
chemical reaction A <-4 e + A+
cpA = cpe = cpA+ = 5/2, I= n g(m/2nhh2)3/21
CA
CA+Ce
p A 27q 3 / 2
2 gA+ m)
h3
T 5/2P()P~T
ne_ 1
nA 1+PKp(T)
Dissociation of molecule:
chemical reaction A2 -> A + A
CpA = 5/2, CpA 2
(A 2 =
nA2 (nA +nA 2
9/2, (A = infg(m/27th2
en{(I/h 6w)(m/7C) 3/ 2}
) 8P1(7t/m)3/2
- 2 1/2 exp(EDg wT11
) 3/2}
/T)
(nA)2
((5'
Two ways to carry on chemical transformations
i) Equilibrium plasmas (Te - TN)
arch discharges, Te - TN= 5000 K
" Advantages:
high power 0.1-1 MW,
high pressure (1 atm and higher)
" Disadvantages:
close to equilibrium, tempering is needed,
otherwise we may come back to initial
conditions
T
5000 K
+-300 K 300 K|
Ll
" However, applicability of equilibrium (or
quasi-equilibrium) relations requires
relatively slow variation of temperature
" When temperature variation is fast reactant
concentrations have some delays due to a
finite rate
" Moreover, usually almost all reactions (even
exothermic one) require some energy to be
activated (activation energy Ea)
Ea
82
- AE enters in equilibrium balance equations,
while Ea determines the rate of chemical
reaction (Arrenius law)
K(T) oc exp(-Ea/T)
* Therefore, for Ea/T>>1 the rate of reaction
can be significantly reduced by relatively
small drop of temperatures
* As a result, fast reduction of temperature can
lead to frozening of gas composition at a level
corresponding to a higher temperature
T t
t5000 K j
6300 K | -300K
t
ii) Non-equilibrium plasmas (Te >> TN)
glow, RF discharges, etc.
Te=1 eV, TN-300-1OOOK
e Advantages:
tempering does not needed
high selectivity in reaction path
(internal degrees of freedom)
potentially can have higher efficiency
* Disadvantages:
low power, low pressure,
low production rate, instabilities
" In both equilibrium and non-equilibrium
plasmas, many reactions go a chain
e e. g. reaction
A 2 +B 2 -+2AB
goes mainly though the channels
A2 +B-+ AB+A
B2 +A-+AB+B
and not through
A 2 + B2 -+2AB
- Moreover, usually
nA, nB.<< nA 2 , nB 2
(1iO
Example
" Synthesis of NO from the air
N 2 +02 <-+2NO
" This is endothermic reaction (we must supply
some energy to make it happen)
EN2=9.76 eV, E02=5.1 eV, E N =6.5 eV =-
AE =(E 2 + E02 - 2EO) 2-0.9 eV (per NO)
* It goes through the chain
N2 ++0 * NO + N, (endothermic)
Ea=AE=3 eV
02+ N ++ NO +0, (exothermic)
Ea=0.3 eV, AE=-1 eV
" In non-equilibrium plasmas endothermic
reaction N2 +0 -+ NO + N goes due to
vibrational excitation of nitrogen
N 2 (v>10)+O->-+NO+N
" However, the presence of radicals, R, (in our
case 0 and N) results in a departure from the
Landau-Teller expression for v-T relaxation
* This is due to formation of a metastable
molecules
M(v)+ R --+(M R)* -> M(v')+ R
" As a result, v-T relaxation on radicals occurs
much faster than it follows from Landau-
Teller model
" In addition, reaction 02+ N -- NO +0, being
exothermic, results in a significant gas
heating and accelerates conventional v-T
relaxation
" As a result, the efficiency of NO synthesis in
gas discharge plasmas is < 30% (real energy
"cost" of NO is ~ 3 eV)
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Abstract. The growing field of applications of plasma as deposition,
etching, surface modification and chemical conversion has stimulated a
renewed interest in plasma science in the atomic physical chemistry
regime. The necessity to optimize the various plasma processing
techniques in terms of rates, and material properties has made it
mandatory to take a new look at the various processes, as
fragmentation, plasma and radical transport and plasma surface
interaction with advanced diagnostics and with modellization.
Many types of plasmas are used in the technology of plasma chemistry:
varying from RF-glow, discharges, coronas to high density arcs.
The physics involved will be illustrated at the hand of important
examples: etching and modification of surfaces and the deposition of
thin layers of amorphous (a-C:H, a-Si:H) and crystalline (diamond,graphite) layers. Besides dissociation and ionization in the plasma,
wall association, recirculation, cluster formation and energy flows are
important issues.
These conclusions are also pertinent to the new field of waste
destruction and are directly relevant to the economics of the plasma
process.
1. Introduction
Plasma processing, deposition and etching, modification, conversion and nucleation
in or with plasmas has become important in practically all aspects of high
technology and more traditional industries [1-4]. The economic interest in plasma
processing for microelectronics, sensors, solar cells, hard coatings is enormous and
is in the order of tens of billions of dollars [3]. The development of the field has
first been phenomenologically; at present it develops into a new professional
sub-discipline, with systematic analysis and modellization in connection with
material science, vacuum science and gaseous electronics.
The effectivity of the plasma as chemical medium is a consequence of the high
reactivity related to the presence of electrons, ions, radicals and other active
species. Both electron and heavy particle kinetics play a role in transferring kinetic
energy to internal energy. The high energy density of the plasma medium makes it
possible to obtain large radical fluxes which carry a high energy flow at low
densities. The virtue of plasmas lies further in the nearly unlimited possibilities for
atomic combinations. Practically everything is possible: deposition of crystalline or
amorphous thin layers, etching, surface modification, chemical conversion,
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synthesis and destruction, cluster formation and production of powders. The low
inventory in the conversion process makes plasma processing inherently relatively
clean and safe and is environmentally friendly if properly designed. The only but
important limitation of plasma processing is the relatively high price; also this
aspect is linked with the two earlier mentioned factors: high energy density and
small material inventory (and thus throughput). It is for this reason that more
systematic scientific support is desired, like that traditionally present in the plasma
fusion community.
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Figure 1. Plasmas characterized in terms of electron density and. ionization degree for several
plasma applications and plasma types; gd glow discharge, pd: microwave discharge, a: surfatron,
ag: anomalous glow, rfi: rf induction plasma, h: helicon discharge, ecr: electron cyclotron
resonance discharge, icp: inductively coupled plasma, epb: expanding plasma beam; va: vacuum
arc, t: thermal plasma, hca: hollow cathode arc. At the bottom the required power density is
indicated. Adapted from [51.
Important applications of plasma processing are to be found in Integrated Circuit
(IC) semiconductor electronic industry, polymer films, optical layers, protective -
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layers, membrames, biocompatible layers, corrosion- and wear resistant coatings,
production of ceramics (including high T superconductors) and catalysts,
conversion and destruction of chemical compounds and waste, plasma spraying,
and recovery of materials from metal scrap. Plasma processing ranges from high
added value processes as in IC fabrication, intermediate cost processes as large area
thin films for solar cells, to low added value processes as destruction of waste
materials, and in the metallurgical industry. In the first class the cost of the
process is less important and the quality of the layer is the key issue. In the
intermediate class of processes (as thin layer solar cell fabrication) acceptable cost
figures could be 3 10-100/M 2 for a 1 am thin layer, which is equivalent to S
10-100/g. In the low added value processes prices of 8 1-10/kg have to be reached
to become economically feasible. In most cases the time duration of the process and
associated depreciation cost determines the price and high power, large
throughputs and high energy and material efficiencies are essential. This line, from
high added value processes to the processing of larger volumes (df also fig. 1, [5])
will be our guideline in the description of plasma processing.
2. Plasma processing, a short summuy of etching and deposition mechanisms
In the IC process industry (and in e.g. solar cell fabrication) RF excitation is the
traditional technology. We will first describe the dry etching of patterned wafers,
which is a crucial plasma assisted step in IC-(sub)micron technology. The process,
e.g. fluorine etching of SiO 2 is relatively well understood because of detailed beam
studies [6], many diagnostics studies [7] and modellization including wall processes
[8]. Between two parallel plates of the size of a wafer an RF field is applied with
typical conditions; pressure 10-100 Pa, 10-100 W RF power at 13.56 MHz with
RF field amplitude and self bias of 100 V-200 V. Plasma etching can be performed
surface topography produced by plasma etching for
the production of microprocessors (Siemens) RF ground electrode
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Figure 2. Etched patterned wafer (with permission reprinted from brochure "plasma
assisted processes for surface engineering" of Arbeitskreis Plasma Oberflichen
Technologie); sketch of RF-reactor & anisotropic and selective etching.
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(e.g. Si0 2 by CF 4) with chemical selectivity (large etch rates for the material to be
etched, e.g. SiO 2 and small for the photoresist mask) and anisotropy (i.e. fast
etching in depth and slow lateral etching) as important figures of merit. In this
way anisotropic etching will ideally lead to features of (sub) ym dimensions (fig. 2).
The anisotropy and chemical selectivity are thought to arise because of the ion
induced character of the etching by radicals. In this picture radicals adsorbed at
the surface are stimulated to etch the surface by an incident ion. The side wall
etching is inhibited because of the absence of ion irradiation and the protection by
an inert (e.g. CF 2) inhibition layer (fig. 2). The etch rates are limited by the ion
flux, which in turn is limited by the ionization production.
Plasma chemistry processes can all be characterized by five steps:
1. plasma production, electrons and ions serve as source for:
2. production of radicals by dissociation of injected and recirculating monomers
in electron and heavy particle processes
3. transport of radicals and ions by diffusion or convection (typical transport
times 10-4-10-3 s)
4. surface interaction, adsorption, reactions, polymerization and desorption
5. recirculation of stable monomers and radicals, which add to the injected
monomers (residence time 0.1-1 s).
Electrons heated in the RF-field ionize and dissociate the etchant gas: CF 4 + e-
- CF 3* + F + 2 e- and CF 4 + e- - CF, + (4-n) F + e-. Ambipolar diffusion
drives ions and electrons to the substrate, with ambipolar diffusion velocities in the
order of the ion acoustic speed. Large bias potentials, in the order of the large RF
field amplitude (100-200 V) accelerate the ions to the substrate. Radicals diffuse
collisionally to the substrate where they may reflect, adsorb or react. Desorption of
radicals (F, CF 3 ) contributes .to the radical density and desorption of stable
monomers (CF 4 , C2FG) and etching products alters the gas composition, cf. fig. 3.
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As dissociation is more effective than ionization the net flux of radicals (incoming -
desorbed) is somewhat higher than the ion flux (typically a factor 3-10). The
incident radical flux is much higher because of radical density built up in the
recycling. In the Si0 2 - CF 4 case the etch rate is ion flux limited and can be
estimated from a global inspection of the mass and energy balances [9], i.e. the
existence demands of the plasma non equilibrium system. The mass balance
equates the volume ion production to the ambipolar ion flux to the substrate:
fff nenCF4 kion (Teff) d Vol =f Dab V n,. ff ion flux .4
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With typical values for the electron density (n. - 10"/m 3 ), neutral density
(n ~ 10 21/m 3), ionization rate (kion (Teeff)~ 10'l m3/s) and distance betweenCF 4
the electrodes (2 cm), ion fluxes of 101 9/sm 2 result. The mass balance determines
for given dimensions and pressure (30 Pa) the effective ionization temperature,
Teen ~3 eV, which can be associated to the non-Maxwellian electron energy
distribution function. This conclusion is independent of the value of the electron
density as both the production and the flux are linear in ne. The mass balance
learns that Te has to be large enough to guarantee sufficient production by
ionization to balance the diffusive losses.
The electron density is determined by the energy balance; the dissipation results
mainly from ion production and ion acceleration in the sheath and vibrational
excitation of the molecular gas. Hence in the most simple form the Joule
dissipation is equal to the energy carried with the ion flux and the (electron
induced) vibrational heating of the molecular gas. As both losses are proportional
to the electron density the allowable power density (106 W/m 3 ) and energy flux
(104 W/m 2) limit the electron density to the quoted values at the 13.56 MHz
excitation frequency. Hence the mass and energy balance determine the ion flux
and thus the etch rate (or deposition rate). In the quoted example it is 1019/m 2s
equivalent to 1 monolayer per second and etch rates in the order of 1 nm/s result.
From this simple picture it is already clear that low pressure and high power
favours ion induced anisotropy whereas chemical slectivity is optimum in a more
radical rich situation at higher pressures and smaller power. At higher frequencies
the density increases somewhat and self bias decreases; thus higher rates can be
achieved and ion induced damage (but also the anisotropy) decrease.
RF excitation is also used for plasma deposition of thin layers of many materials,
as polymers [2], diamondlike amorphous carbon, TiN, passivation layers and
diffusion barriers. A pertinent example is the deposition of amorphous
hydrogenated silicon, (a-Si:H) for solar cells applications (4]. Silane (SiH 4)
admixed with H2 is dissociated (SiHn) and ionized (SiHs') see fig. 4. Is has been
shown with infrared laser absorption spectroscopy SifHf), visible light laser
absorption and laser induced fluorescence (SiH) {1 that SiH 3 is the most
abundant radical, typically 10% of the parent gas. Detaid modelling with over
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Figure 4. Densities of Si,
SiH, SiH 2 (measured by
Z LIF and Intra cavity laser
C absorption) in a SiH 4plasma diluted by Ar (a)
or H2 (b) at a total
pressure of 0/3 Torr, a
total flow of 10 sccm and
RF power of 15 W; from
Tachibana et al. [101.
100 reactions has confirmed this finding. Hydrogen atoms
the radicalisation, either in the gas phase or at the wall:
may also participate in
H + SiH 4r.v -- SiH 3 + H2; SiH 4 + H(wall) - SiH3 + H2
The deposition mechanism is commonly thought to be radical controlled [111,
(b) SiH 4 /H2
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though other possibilities are mentioned [91, [121. There is an influence of doping,
which is different from SiH4 feed then for SiF 4 [11. Still many authors argue that
SiH 3 is the preferred precursor as the mobility of this fragment at the surface is
high, but also SiH 2 is mentioned [13]. Similar standpoint exist concerning the
preference for CH 3 in diamond deposition but also here controversies exist.
However it could also be that not so much the volume abundances of a specific
radical is the determining factor, but rather the composition of the adsorbed layer.
Of course the latter depends on the irradiation of radicals and thus the flux
composition (at least the stochiometry in Si/H) but also on energy irradiatiov,
substrate temperature and thus the effective temperature of the adsorbed layer.
The fact that many plasma methods lead to similar deposited material favours this
more general point of view. Hence energy irradiation in the absorbed layer is of
importance too and needs to be considered.
For deposition higher frequencies may be beneficial as in that case lower ion
energies and higher rates are desired. Improvement of rate and quality of the layer
have been realised this way for deposition of amorphous silicon for e.g. solar cell
applications [14).
As has been stated, the rates of in situ processing are limited by restraints set by
the plasma mass- and energy balances, or in other words, the existence demands.
To circumvent these rate limitations by the existence demands other approaches
have been pursued. They all have in common that plasma production is separated
geometrically from the plasma treatment. This approach is commonly referred to
as the remote plasma (source) treatment. In this way both production and
treatment can be optimized separately. In these- remote sources dissipated power
can be chosen to be substantially larger (1kW) and the fluxes and thus the ratew.
are consequently larger too. In e.g. electron cyclotron resonance sources (ECR) thew,-
plasma is produced upstream in e.c.r. zone (f = 2.45 GHz, Bre .0875 Tesla)
The resonance is not very critical as the plasma frequency is close to the electro""
cyclotron frequency. The energy density gradient and the diverging magnetic eld.
lead to a fast flow of radicals, ions and electrons to the substrate. The final ion:-
energy is coupled to the ambipolar acceleration process in the diverging field (and..
can be RF-bias enhanced) and is typically 20-200 V. These sources and relatey
ones as helicon sources [161 operate at higher electron temperature and lower-0
pressure. The newest type in this approach is the RFI (inductive) source, ;
sometimes combined with minimum B magnetic confinement at sideways andt
upstream sides. This type of source relies on inductive dissipation and again the-1
power density gradient and thus plasma ener density gradient leads to efficient .
transport of the produced ions and radicl from the upstream side to the-,J
downstream plasma treatment. For larger area deposition also non-resonant
microwave excitation is used. The radiation leaks through vacuum sealed antenna 4
slit and excites a homogeneous plasma with again downstream. deposition. A stilk i
other type of source is the surface wave heated surfatron [171.
An extreme form of separation of plasma production and treatment is found in th*l
expanding plasma beam deposition (EPBD) method [18). In this method th
plasma is produced in a thermal arc close to atmospheric pressure and is expan
in a low pressure background where deposition, etching or surface modificatiow-
occurs. Plasma production at high pressure - and thus high electron density-- i
very efficient and large ion flows can be achieved. In the expansion pr
(supersonic expansion, shock and subsonic expansion) the plasma cools from the
eV temperature in the arc to .3 eV in the treatment chamber. Hence the electroai
temperature is relatively low and the heavy particle temperature is relatively hi
(both .3 eV). In this situation the govering radicalisation kinetics are ch
exchange and dissociative recombination, rather than electron kinetics as in the
previous examples. For an argon arc and injected SiH 4 the following reactions mapl
occur [19]:
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Ar' + SiH 4 - SiH3 - + Ar
SiH 3 + e- - Si H* + H2 or SiH 2* + HSiH + Ar* - Si'* + H
The example shows that very efficient transfer of the chemical energy to the
formation of SiHn radicals and even Si' ions may result. There is no dependence on
electron energy distribution functions and strong radicalisation to even atomic ions
is possible. The charge transfer rates are typically 10-15 m3/s and may depend on
the ro(tational)-vibrational excitation of the parent molecules. The dissociative
recombination reactions have rates of 10-13 m3/s also probably dependent on
ro-vibrational excitation. Similar reactions are possible with metastable argon
atoms; however in most cases the ion density is larger than the metastable density
even in recombining plasmas and charge transfer fragmentation dominates.
These examples show the 5 steps to be distinguished in plasma chemistry processes:
1. plasma production by ionization
2. production of radicals by dissociation of injected and recirculating monomers
3. transport of radicals and ions
4. surface proces as deposition and desorption
5. recirculation of stable monomers and radicals.
3. Surface modification and deposition by the expanding plasma beam
deposition (EPBD)-technique
Sa. Hydrogen treatment of surfaces
Restauration of archaeological artefacts by hydrogen atom irradiation [20] may
serve as an example of surface treatment processes. Other examples are etching
(with F or 0) [21] nitriding [221 (with N) etc.. Here the plasma serves as a
dissociator; for an argon hydrogen arc charge transfer and dissociative
recombination add to the electron dissociation in the arc. Again the chemical
energy is stored in ions, but even more in atoms. For hydrogen arcs the radical (H)
. 0
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M st, oven I Figure 5. Overview of residual chlorine
* sh, H2 beloW detection concentrations measured on both shipwreck (sh.)
* sh, Ar limit and standard type platelets (st.) after treatment
40 sh, oven in an oven, H2 plasma or At plasma. The
chlorine fraction on an untreated platelet is 5%.
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flow may be as large as 1-3.1021 p/s which carry dissociation energy. In
expansion in 1 mbar background typical plasma beam diameters range from 3 cm
at the shock to 10 cm further downstream. Thus very large fluxes in excess of 1023/
sM 2 are reachable. Archaeological artefacts have been treated in this particle beam
during typically 30 minutes. In particular those specimens which were post treated
in a nitrogen plasma and further preserved by epoxy-sealing have shown very good
results. By nuclear techniques the residual 0 and C1 surface abundances have been
analysed. The results are shown in fig. 5 (23] in which heat treatments and plasma
treatments are shown indicating that the presence of hydrogen and an elevated
substrate temperature give nearly full chlorine reduction.
Hydrogen plasmas may serve as the most simple plasma chemical systems. Still
two major complications become evident already from observation of the above
mentioned plasma cleaning.
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The first one is an anomalously high recombination rate of hydrogen (containing)
plasmas as compared to only weakly recombining argon plasmas [24]. This
anomalously high recombination is due to the earlier mentioned charge exchange
(H*, Ar* + H2v r - H2" + H, Ar) and dissociative recombination sequence. Hence
even atomic plasmas recombine because of the presence of residual molecules.
Similar effects though less severe are observed in other molecular plasmas, as e.g.
in nitrogen [25 and methane seeded plasmas. Hence, molecules (essential in plasma
chemistry) infuence the ionization degree of higher density plasmas. The second
point of interest is the very presence of the H2 molecules in the example. One
major source is wall association of the primary H-atoms of the source with wall
absorbed H-atoms. As practically always the residence time of particles in the
machine is much longer than the circulation time these wall associated molecules
are more abundant than the primary atoms. This is clear from fig. 6 in which the
source dissociation degree and that in the expansion volume are displayed as
function of flow at constant pressure and source current. It is clear that the H/H 2
abundances are primarily influenced by wall associated molecules. Similarly if SiH 4
would be injected in an argon/hydrogen plasma beam the SiH 4 concentration (and
wall associated disilane (Si 2HS) and H2) will be determined by wall association and
recirculation of molecules, rather than by the primary gas feed. Hence wall (and
wall conditions) have a major influence on the molecular plasma constituents and
therewith on the deposition process.
Sb. Plasma deposition of amorphous and crystalline layers
Plasma deposition is a very wide area, with many material combinations and
executed with many kinds of plasmas. Polymer layers from all kind of organic
precursors, metal-organic layers -nitrides, -oxides with organo metallic gases or
high vapour pressure fluids [2], semiconducting layers as a-Si:H and a-Ge:H [26]
and hard protective layers as a-C-H, or diamondlike layers [27]. The most
important issue here is an understanding of the deposition process, in order to
obtain control on comppsition, morphology, (semi)conducting optical and electrical
properties and (in particular for the intermediate added value processes)
sufficiently fast rates.
Deposition of amorphous hydrogenated carbon [27] and -silicon [26] has been
extensively investigated in view of application as protective coatings and in solar
cells respectively. With elaborate diagnostic techniques radicals (SiH, SiH 2, SiH3)
have been measured (10]; they all point to a dominance of SiH3 (similarly CH1 in
the case of CH 4). This has been verified by extensive modellization [28] and there is
more or less consensus on the preferred role of SiH 3 and CH3 as precursors. But
still the picture is far from clear and further clarification would facilitate the
achievement of further advanced layers with new properties. Here we will
summarize the results for amorphous carbon obtained with the fast expanding
plasma beam technique [29]. In this method, quite similar to the H-atom source
(fig. 6c), a very large radical flow is obtained by seeding of monomers as C2H2 or
CH 1 (toluene) in the highly ionized argon plasma beam, which expands from ahigh pressure thermal arc source. As explained earlier the fragmentation is in this
case mainly through heavy particle kinetics and radicalisation to C ions is
possible. The growth rate measured by in situ ellipsometry increases linearly with
monomer flow rate and values in excess of 100 nm/s over areas of 100 cm 2 have
been reached. Layer properties as index of refraction, bandgap, hydrogen/carbon
ratio and bonding types have been measured with ex situ spectroscopic
ellipsometry, nuclear techniques and infrared absorption analysis. The results point
to more dense and hard layers for the larger monomer flows (and thus larger rates).
An explanation for the dependence is sought in a variation of the energy
flux/deposition event, which decreases with increasing flow. Such an explanation
would tend more to a thermal growth picture, but can also fit in incomplete
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dissociation and thus more CH 3 .With toluene admixed with a small amount of CF 4 thin layers were deposited o*
cold rolled steel [30]. It appeared that the corrosion resistance of these layers is
very promising. From these experiments is appears that a small admixture of
fluorine containing gas is beneficial for the layer properties and leads to a smootherlayer. This example again shows that the major hindrance in this field is a good
picture of the growth process: it is still nearly impossible tt lict such a
beneficial effect of F-admixture.
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Figure 7. (a)-(c) Effect of increasing H2 admixture on the Raman spectrum. with other reactor
settings constant: {C 2H2)=1; ParC L 2.0 kW; pC=10 2 Pa; Tpy a 840 OC; increasing Hi
addition, 5, 10 and 20 icc/s respectively.
The Raman peak at 1355 cm-t is called the defective graphite peak (DG), the one at 1581 cm-9
the graphite peak (G). Better material corresponds to a large G/DG ratio. (d) Micrograph of
the film of (c). In (e) the erosion threshold for amorphous (open symbols) and crystalline (solid)
graphite is shown as function of H2 flow. (CFC denotes carbon fiber composites) From Buuroff -
et al. [301, (31).
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With the-same method also crystalline layers as graphite and diamond can be
deposited. Graphite is grown if the substrate temperature is above 600 0C with
relatively large amounts of C2H2 (8 scc/s). Thick layers (up to 2 mm) were grown.
with deposition rates between 2 nm/s on 30 cm 2 up to 400 nm/s on 1 cm2. The
material (for divertor repair) has been tested on erosion threshold (cf. fig. 7) (311.
In fig. 7 the quality improvement of the graphite as measured with Raman
spectroscopy with increased H2 admixture (up to 20 scc/s) is also shown. With
increasing H2 admixture the graphite peak at 1581 cm-i grows and narrows,
whereas the defective graphite peak at 1355 cm-1 decreases. It is clearly an example
of quality improvement with the addition of etchants, at the cost of deposition
rate, which is a quite general feature of plasma deposition.
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Figure 8. Raman spectra of diamond films deposited at different pressures. Note that the
highest pressure film with the best Raman spectrum (diamond peak at 1332 cm-t most
prominent) grows also faster than the others. For comparison also a single crystal grown with
the same method is shown with Raman spectrum from, Beulens [29), (321.
Diamond has been grown by various methods (hot filaments, flames, ECR plasmas,
inductive coupled plasmas and thermal arcs). Again the fact that from this variety
of methods similar qualities have been obtained points to a more thermal
explanation of the growth process. Also with the expanding plasma. beam diamond
was successfully deposited. Essential are high etchant admixtures (H2, 02/H 2) and
for CH 4/H2 a high substrate temperature (1000 0C). In figure 8 results with Raman
spectra for 3 ambient pressures are displayed. It is clear that higher pressure gives
better quality in this case. The diamond Raman peak at 1332 cm- appears and
becomes prominent at the highest pressure. At the same time the deposition rate
increases to 10 nm/s with pressure because of the narrowing of the plasma beam
with pressure [321. It is another example of improvement of quality together with
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improvement of rate.
To complete the section on deposition rate some words should be said about
nucleation, cluster and dust formation in the plasma phase. Investigations in silanepoint to two phases: nucleation and first growth by negative ion (or
cluster)-positive ion recombination agglomeration (up to 1-10 n) and continuedgrowth by association of radicals and monomers to the cluster (331. Final size anddynamics depend on flow fields and electrostatic potentials. The clusters are
negatively charged with charge number roughly proportional to the radius and the
major forces are the electrostatic and drag forces. Clusters or powder influence the
plasma state and offer an additional wall, probably at a high temperature. Powder
may be detrimental e.g. for deposition; it may also be very usefull for the
production of catalyst and ceramic powder. Also this aspect forms a veryinteresting and new area for the plasma physics community.
4. Plasma chemical conversion and waste destruction
Conversion processes and waste destruction processes require high throughputs to
be economical and hence thermal plasmas at atmospheric pressure high power
levels and high throughputs are common in this field [341. Thermal plasmas have
traditionally been used for plasma spraying, element analysis, C2H2 synthesis and
for extractive metallurgy (351. We will further shortly summarize waste destruction
and effluent gas purification with plasma technology.
With plasma spraying injected ceramic or metallic powder is accelerated and
heated by the plasma emanating from a high power DC plasma gun or from an
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) and deposited on the workpiece. The material
and energy efficiencies are high with corresponding high growth rates. The process
has been investigated in detai (371 with plasma diagnostics and in flight analysis of
velocity by laser anemometry and of particle temperature by pyrometry. The new
development here is low pressure plasma spraying, with deposition in a lower
pressure (0.1-0.3 bar) inert atmosphere. Inductively coupled plasmas (ICP) are
used traditionally as excitation source for atomic emission/or ion mass spectromy)
element analysis. Droplets are injected, evaporized and atomized in the inductively
heated plasma; with emission spectroscopy or mass spectrometry the element
concentrations of the sample (in the droplets) are measured with very high
sensitivity (1-10 ppb).
Waste destruction is relevant for concentrated liquid organic waste, waste from
manufacturing processes (e.g. metallic dusts) and low level radioactive waste. For
the destruction of liquid organic waste commercial units exist [381 e.g. a 1 MW
non-transferred plasma torch with two cylindrical electrodes which allows
destruction of PCB's at a rate of 12 1/min (at 850 kW). The process is economical
for intermediate amounts of waste, also as the processing unit is self contained and
can be moved to the waste site. For larger amounts of waste, incineration is moe.
economic. Combination of plasmas with thermal processing may be way to improve
the economics of the total unit. Other technologies under investigation are
transferred arcs also of high power combined with rotating furnaces in particular
for metal scrap recovery.
Cleaning of effluent gas (De NOX/De SOX) by corona discharges (391,
non-thermal plasmas at atmospheric pressure have been shown to be promising , M
particular the pulsed negative corona and the silent discharge. Both types have
already a history in effective and efficient ozon production.
In all these processes economics is a key factor, which also requires testing (after
scaling) at high power levels. The field is still developing; a new development is the--
realisation that heterogeneous reactions on droplets or dust can be a key factor to
reduce the energy cost per conversion and thus the economics of the process. In this
area further research on cluster dynamics, electrostatic and drag forces and
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(catalytic) heterogeneous reactions is necessary to investigate this promising line.
It is again an example that plasma physics research needs to be complemented with
flow dynamics and surface chemistry to fully exploit the potential in the field.
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